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Identifying outliers and/or influential observations is a fUllClamelltal step in allY 
statistical analysis, since their presellce is likely to lead to erroneous results. Numerous 
measures have been proposed for detecting outliers and assessing the influence of 
observations on least squares regression results. Since olltliers can arise ill cliH·crcnt 
,yays, the above l1lelltioned measures are based 011 motivational arguments and they 
are designed to measure the influence of observations on different aspects of various 
regressioll results. In what follows, we investigate how can OIle combine cliH·crent test 
statistics based 011 residuals and diagnostic plots to identify outliers and influential 
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The problem of identification of out liers and eventually influential observa-
tions is one of the most important aspects of regression theory. It is counted among 
the oldest but also most active problems in statistics. Several books have been writ-
ten and major results about how to detect and treat outliers or influential data have 
been found as well. However, it appears that more research on the same topics are 
110t useless, as long as the outliers appear in different contexts. A good illustration 
of this reality is the Masking and Swamping problems when one is dealing with a 
sample containing more than one outlier. 
?\Iany years ago the linear regression model became one of the statistically useful 
quantitative tools in many applied and physical sciences. As for the techniques used 
in the relevant linear regression, we can obviously realize the wide poptllarity of 
the ordinary least squares, this holds to the fact that this technique allows an easy 
statistical inference, a relatively low computational cost, a simple way of testing 
hypotheses, giving good results in interpretation and prediction. In practice, however, 
when it comes to assessing the stability or effectiveness of the model and possibly the 
influence of the data, the above characteristics of the ordinary least squares almost 
disappear. In fact, inferences based on the ordinary least squares regression are widely 
affected by influential data even if these are very few. Nevertheless, the reader should 
110te that such data are llot necessarily bad: they can provide SOlne lllore important 
fcatures for the analysis. In this regard, Neyman .. 1., and Scott. E.L.(1971) suggest 
that ;;apparent outliers" need sustained attention as well as cmdul study because 
they might be t he most important observations. lImn'H'L it (1<wsn't llliltter \vhether 
the influential data an~ harmful or HOt, the investigator lH'eds to idcllti(y them <llld 
IH'llCC iUllll'm'c tlw c()llfic\cnce ahout the model (lwl its oI[c;boot b,v drawing specific 












According to the encyclopedia of statistical sciences, the intuitive definition of an 
outlier is somE' observation whose discorclaucy froIll the majorit), of the sample is ex-
cessive ill relation to the assumed distributional model for the model, thereby leading 
to the suspicion that it is not generated by this model. KR. Drapper & Smith (1981) 
provide a similar and interesting definition of outliers:" the outlier is a peculiarity and 
indicates a data point which is not at all typical of the rest of the data". From the 
residual point of view, they d(;fine an outlier as one that is far greater than the rest 
in absolute value and perhaps lies three or four standard deviation or further from 
the mean of the residuals. 
\Vith regard to the above definitions, an outlier can be considered as an obser-
vation which deviates considerably from the others and seems to be generated by a 
mechanism different from that generating the rest of the observations. 
1.2 Origins of Outliers 
Two main reasons are generally retained as being the origin of outliers among the 
data. The first one is that the data come from some heavy tailed distribution known 
as "Outlier-Prone" (Green, 1976). These are statistical distributions with tails that 
go to ?;cro slowly (e.g. t-distribution, Cauchy distribution, etc ... ). The second reason 
is that the data are from two different distributions. One of which, the basic distri-
bution, \vith a given probability p generates good observations and the other one, the 
contaminating distribution, generating bad observations with probability (1 p). 
\Vhen there is evidence of outliers in the sample, the kuO\vledge of its origin might 
be of great interest for the statistician in handling and making good decisions a bout 
them. For example, if the experimelltalist is cOllvinced that the second alternative 
happens to be the origiu of outliers ill the salllple, he can choose the rejection method 
as a palliative without risk of cOlllPromising the rcsults . However, if the first rcaSOll 
is the canse of outliers ill the sample, SOlllC caution should be taken because in this 











1. 3 Notation 
This section introduces the symbols and notatioll adopted in this thesis: these are 
presented ill the form of tables indicating ill respective order t he symboL the climen-
sion and t he description. \Ve use the expression "reduced model" to indicate that 
one or a group of regressors have been omitted in the regression model, whereas the 
expression "reduced data" refers to the regressor matrix IV, with the i-th observation 
or group of 111 observations indexed by SOIIle set I deleted. Omission of the i-th case 
is indicated by the subscript (i), while omir.;sion of the i-tIt variable is indicated by 
the suh.,cript Thus, H/~uq being the regressor matrix, one has 
VV;~l 
and 
Finally, the regression of IVj on the remaining regressors n~jl is referred to as the 




















































DETECTION OF A SINGLE 
OUTLIER 
As an introduction to this chapter we briefly look at some important and often used 
central and non-central distributions when one is dealing with outliers in the linear 
model. Following this, we will present some tests and procedures for the identification 
of outliers. 
2.1 Distributions 
2.1.1 Univariate normal distribution 
The random variable X follows a univariate normal distribution with mean {I and 
if its probability density fundion is given by 
f(:r) = --=1=- exp {_ 1 - {L)2} for -- ex < ;c 
shorthand for the statement" X follows a normal distribution with parameters 
11 and (J2, it is convenient to usc the following notation: X I'V N ({L, (J2). The special 
case for \vhich fl = 0 and (J2 = 1 is called the standard normal distribution. 
2.1.2 1Viultivariate normal distribution 
COllsider aUll-random vector X' = [~41' .... , )(n]. random variables in X' follow 
<1 multivariate normal distribution if their probnbility densit:v flluctioll is given by 
exp - eX {I)' :L -1 ( X 
fet: 1 • ;(''2" .. ,:1:n ) - --'---=---------:--:------'-
(2;;-)n/21 











2.1.3 The Chi-square distribution 
A random variable U is said to have a distribution with n degrees of 
freedom if its probability density function is 
f (ti) = __ --:-;~c.:... o 




follows a Chi-square distribution with 11 degrees of freedom and \ve denote it &<; 
[Jrv 
2.1.4 The F -distribution 
A random variable V has the F-distribution with parameters nl and n2 if its proba-
bility density fUllction is given by 
)ri· 1 f (II) = -~-=--~-=----:-- for I' 2: 0 
r (;~l ) r ( T ) ( n2 
If the random variables [JI and [J2 Jollow the Chi-square distributions with nl and 
ri2 of freedom respectively, then 
v 
follows <ill F-distribution with nl and 112 degrees of freedom. 
Notation: V rv F( nl, Tl.2) 
2.1.5 The t-distribution 
The rRndom variable VV follows the t-distribution with 11 degrees of freedom if its 




f (tv) = ----====:-=-- X<ll'<X 
:-Jotc1tion: lV rv t(n) 
Let cOllsider the follmving random variables: X rv JV(O.l) and [J rv x~\n). The 
random variable 










2.1.6 The Beta-distribution 
The random variable X has the beta distribution \vUh parameters a and /3 if its 
probability density function is given by 
1'((1: + (-J) . .. 
f(x) =. :r«-I(l - :7;)13 - 1 for 0 < x < 1 
.. l'(ct)fCB) 
Notation: X rv Be(a, f-J) 
2.1. 7 Non-central chi-square distribution 
\Vhen X rv iV(I1"I) anel U = XiX, the distribution of the random variable U is the 
non-central X2 with n degrees of freedom and nOll-centrality parameter, given by 
Ji fL 
2 
The probability density function of this distribution is given by 
00 ' 'fi--l--2i-l 
feu) 
e--Y,'u--2 -
" n· for lL > 0 ~.. ·'2'I+'ff!.!:. + :) ic~O Z. \ 2 l 
2.1.8 Non-central F-distribution 
Let [h and U2 be independent random variables such that Uj rv x2(n, ,) CLnd U2 rv 
x2(n). the randorn variable 
v 
[h/n2 
has the non-central F-distribution with Til and 772 degrees of freedom and non-
centrality parameter " its probability density fUllction is 











2.1.9 Non-central t-distribution 





has the nOll-centr(l1 t-distribution with 11 degrees of freedom and non-centrality 
parameter !-I,: its probability density function is 
n 
f ( t) = -r-( ~_);-1(2-nC_+-t~2"-) ---,--:--~ ---"'----:-c:"c-:-- for -:::xJ < t < :::xJ 
Notation: T,..., ten, fi) 
The techniques used in this work for outliers detection will be essentially based 
on residuals . 
2.2 Definition of residuals 
Given X an nxl vector of dependant variables, IVan nxq matrix of independent 
variables. B a qxl vector of unknown parameters and E: an nxl vector of uncorrelated 
random variables with mean 0 and covariance matrix z::; (12 I, the standard form of 
the general linear model is: 
(2.1 ) 
Almost all the information about outliers is carried by the vector of residual::; 
below: 
c =X - IT /3 















one can write: 
which sea lar form is 
e (1- vk 
n 
ei = Ci L 
j=1 
fOTi l, .... n 
V is known as the Hat matrix. vVe also define AI I - V . 
From (2.3) it appears that the ei'.s will be closer to the Ci'.s if the 
(') .)) -.; ...... 
(2.3) 
are closer to 
zero. Hence, a good insight and understanding of the hat matrix V is essential for 
most regression diagnostics. 
If we partition "{IV as follows 
where IVl is an nxp matrix, one has 
the projection matrix for the column space of {lV1 . 
is t he component of lV2 orthogonal to {V1 • 
Hence, 
[ ' _ TIl.' (T'll.'1' TT," )-1 TTr.T ) - VV2 tV2 ~t 2 ~~!2 
is the projection matrix of the COhllllll space of 1F orthogonal to the column space of 
Since, V lIlay be regarded as a sum of two cOlllPonents : 
(2.4) 











2.2.1 Properties of the Hat Inatrix, V 
Propertyl. 
V is symmetric, that is V T = V 
Property2. 
V is iflempotcnt, that is V 2 = V 
n 
I: 2 p', . 'I] 
j=l 
trace(V) 
Vii 1 i = 1.2, ... ,n 
ron.l..:(V) = q 
Let denote the eigenvalues on/ by AI, A21 ... , An. Given that V is idelllPotent, these 







V is invariant under a non-singular linear transformation; namely if 1/w and Vw F 
are the projection matrices of vV and VV * F respectively, with F non-singular, one 
has 
V'V F F- 1 (H!TliV)-l 
vV(lyT lV)-llVT 
Property4. The eigenvalues of V are either 0 or 1. 
Property5. 
The Hat or projection matrix V C({l1 be writtell as 
\\'itlt U an orthollormallllatrix, that is [(fU I. 










we have that 
V FV(HlTrV)-r Hid' 
Property6. 
o ::; 11;; ::; 1 
U DVT (V DUTU Dill') ~l V DUT 
U DVT (V D2VT) 1 V DUT 
Proof: From property 2 we have 





In the hat matrix V, ifllii = 0 then = 0 and if I'i; 1 then 
In 6 above we \vrote 
n 
Vii 11 . + 11 .. 2 L~ 2 n 1] 
Hi 
substituting l'ii o for l'ii \ve get 0 
= 0 Vj l. 
= o. 
The same, substituting Vii 1 f01'l\; one obtains 1 = 12 + L71'1 vfj which leads 
OVj=f-i. 
Property8. 
-~ ::;1'ij ::; ~, Vj l. 
expanding the expression in property 6, one can also write 
11 













The maximum valne of 1';; - uri being *' the result follows. 
Property9. 
If ~A' is a kxk sllbmatrix of V obtained by the intersection of the k rows and k 
columns of V indexed by k, then the k eigenvalues of ~i, and (I lid have values 
between 0 and 1. 
\Vithout loss of generality, snppose that Vk is the ::iUblllatrix of V consisting of the 
first k rO\\'s and k columns of V. One can write V as 
Vk,n-k 
Vk being symmetric, one has 
with N an orthonormal matrix containing the eigenvectors of Vke , and D a diagonal 
lllatrix cOl1taining in the main diagonal the eigenvalues of Vke. 
l • T T T 7 TiT T i (' T 7' 'd, t) 
Vk = v k v k + v k,n.-k v k.n-k v~8 l ,ernpoten. 
from the above 
or 
which implies that 
This last expression shows that the eigenvalues of ~~; have values between 0 and 
1. The following can be deduced: 
I - vi.: is positive definite when the maximum eigcllvaluc of VA, is less than 1, and positive 
semidefinite otherwise. 
Let aStiUlIle that Ai (i = 1,2, .... k) , the eigenvalues of V", satisfy 1 - Al > ] 
A2 2: 1 A:j .... _ 1 Ak. The eigellvalue::; of (I -~ h) ::;ntisfy (1- AI) ~ (1 A2) < 
(1- Ad .... ~ (1- Ak); letting Al = 1 ill this last expressioll gives (1 -- /\d 0 which 












If the regressor matrix has a colnnlIl of 011es thell 
• I' > 1 
12 -- n 
• If nIl observation tUi occurs k times, theIll'ii 1 k' 
In (2.4) above if the regressor matrix is partitiolled as follows 
where 1 is a vector of ones, the projection matrix H7 is given by 
Hence, following the same reasoning as previonsly, one can \vrite 
i/ vV* U 1 
Since, the diagonal elements of V can he expressed as 
1 
/!ii = - + /;'i 
n 
with ::;:ii nonnegative; the first result follows, namely 1'ii ~ ~, 
Secondly, let define 
8 {.j: W.7 Wi,.i = 1,2.3 ... " k} . 
Knowillg t ha t 
I'ij = (ll-'Tllc') -1 











1'-:-. + 1'-:-. 2:----., ') 2:') I) I) 
)ES 
Fl'C)Ill \Vhl·C·ll I' > f.:7,2 'md finallvl1 < 1 . ~ tf_ U C ,1 II k 
Property12 
The diagonal clements of the hat lIlatrixUii are 11on-decreasing in the number of 
independent variables q. 
Let partition the regressor matrix as follows 




In scalar form this can be written (u, 
'Vii 
where the partial leverage of the i-th observation, IS the contribution of 
the j-th rcgrc::;sor to the leverage of thE' i-tll observation. Since 
I'i; ? /'fi' 'which proves the result of the above property. 
Property13 
> 0, one has 



















The proof of these results is made possible by meallS of appendix AI, 
(




( ~VT~V)-l UJ/w! (~VTH,)~l (H1TlV) , 
1 'I'ii 
and 
- 1'jk + 1 





I - I';i 
1 - I'ii 
Let Vk be the kxk submatrix of V indexed by the k cases to be deleted from \V. 
On the eondition that \V is of full nmk q, one has 
q~k 
Proof: 
Let stmt hy proving the pl'Opcrt}' frolll tlll~ left to the right hand side 











lllHtrix V can be expressed as 
o ) 
h 
because V is idclnpotellt this last expression shO\vs that iT(k) (n-T{y) -1 iYit) IS 
idempotent and 
( ( T .) -1 T) rank TV(k) HI VV iV(k) rank (lV(k») 
q-k 
Now to prove the property in the other direction, one should remember that the 
expression rank (iV(k)) = q k simply means that they are k columns of VV(k) that 
are linearly dependent; without loss of generality assurne that these columns are the 




where F : qxq is non-singular, and C : (n - k )x( q - k) has rank q - k. Following 
property 3 \vhich state that the projeetion matrix V is invariant under a lIon-singular 
linear transformation, one can write 











2.3 Standardized residuals 
\Vith respect to the earlier notation, the standardized (illtcmal studentized) residuals 
are defined as: 
r· 1 i=1,2, .. "n (2.5) 
mi 8 
where Ci is the i-th element of c, Tn, the square root of the i-th diagonal element 
m" of AI and 8 2 
t he variance (J2. 





bi = Ti = 
ini.') 
Each bT is distributed as a beta random variable with parameters ~ and 
(2.6) 
(n - q - 1)/2, say Be[1, (n- q - 1)/2]; that is the distribution of the b~s is given 
1 
'I - 1 < hi < 1 (2.7) 
1 2 That is the standardizec residuals Ti are related to the beta statistic, i.e. Ti has 
a beta distribution. 
Another version of the standardized residuals is the "extemal studentized resid-
uals", Cook and \Veisberg (1982), or "RSTUDE~T', I3elsley (1980), or jack-kllife 




'where the residual mean squared error with the i-th row deleted is the es-
timator of the variance (J2. The numerator and the denominator of ti are indepen-
dent, so that ti has the Student's t distribution under GclUssiall assumption, that is 
tj,,-,t(n q-1). 
Using the deletion formulae (Rao, 19n) 
(n q ~- 1) (2.9) 













ChelL J. (1978) cOllsiders 
Fi 
(n -- q - 1 )r; 
.) (2.11) 




(n - q)Fi 
(2.12) 
(n q 1 + Fi) 
The standardized residuals ri and t; will be large when ei is large or rr~i is small; 
they are sensitive to outliers ill the dependent space and/or outliers ill the regre8sor 
space. 
2.4 Test procedures 
The test for a single outlier in the data set, based on the studentized residuals uses 
the maximum-absolute studentized residuals, say 
Rn = 111 aJ; { I rJ} 
From the above relationship between Fi and T'i in (2.11) and (2.12), one has 
F.' = (n - q 1) R~ n· R') (n - q-;; 
(2.13) 
or 
2 (n - q)F~, 
R" = (  (2.14) n q-1+Fn 
In these last relations,F~2 denotes the maximum of the different Pi (i 1,2, ... , n). 
\Ve have the following two different cases: In the first, a specified observation is 
sllspected as being an outlier and in the s(~cond. the observation which could possibly 
be an outlier is not known. 
2.4.1 Test for a specified observation 
From modd (2.1) \H~ hav(; 










If observatioll X k , k known, is f;uspectecl as being in error by au Hl1lOUllt Ak, then 
we can set up the following hypotheses: 
k is specified 
These hypothef;es derive from the following: 
E(Xi ) = Pi 
E(Xi ) = { 
i = L 2, ... , n 
IL; k 
Ilk + Ak k. k is specified 
If X k is an outlier, then the corref;ponding studentized residualrk will be large 
in absolute value. Let F (0, 1, n q 1) denote the upper 1000:% point of the F -
uariate with 1 and (n q - 1) degrees of freedom, then in regard to (2.12) the test 
for outlier will reject if Fk > F ( 0:, 1, n - q - 1) 
2.4.2 Test for an unspecified observation 
:Most of the time, the potential outlier is not known. vVe are interested in this case 
to test the hypotheses: 
lIo There is TlO outlier in the dota sct. 
HI There is one mdlier in the data set. 
If HI is true, thell the absolute-maximum stuclentized Rn would be large. For fixed 
valuef; of n, nand q, let R(n,l) be the critical value from Lund (1975), the rejection 
region is given by: 
or equivalently (see 2.13 above) 
\\'here 
(n - q - l)H(l, 1)' 
F 
(t. 
"nt, == -, ') 












2.5 The mean shift outlier model 
The mean ~hift outlier model for a Dingle row detectioll is given by 
(2.15) 
\Vith 
E(E) = 0 and Var(E) = {T'2 I. 
eli is an n-vector with all components equal to zero except the i-th which is equal 
to L 
As in (2.4), putting the added variable in the orthogonal form to the columns of 
vV, one can write: 
(2.16) 
Thus, parameters in (2.16) can be fitted in two step~ as shown below, given the 
orthogonality: 
Step ~: /i = (H/TliV)-l HIT X, eDtimator from the regression of X on VV, ignoring 
the added variable (I - V)d;. 
Step 2: From the regression of the residuals obtained ill the preceding step on the 
added variable (I - V)di , the estimator of (0 is given by: 
T( ~ d; I 
cP = d[(I 
V)(I V)X 
V)(I -- V)d; 
e I 
1 - 1'ii 
(2.17) 














If the reduced model X = vV can be fitteci, that is (lVTIV) lexists. the 
normal equation (2.16a) yields: 
substitution of the above result (2.16b) yields: 
(I - V) X 
di(I - V)Hl(HfTVV) lWTX 
and finally expression (2.17) can be derived from this last equation, that is 
d[(I -- V)[f - vV(WTIV)-llVTjX 
dI(I V)(f IV (lVTvV) 1 H1T](f - V)d i 
After arrangement 
Test Statistic for ¢ 0 
Frolll step1 above, the sum of squares of regression of X on IV is given by XTV X, 
and from the second step the sum of squares for regression of e (I - V)X on the 
added variable (I -- V)di is given by 
XT (I \/) (I \/)X 
rd; (I F)(f F)dd 
1 I' 11 











Under the llormality assumption, the statistic for the test 0 = 0 is: 
lXT(J - F)X 1/(n-q 1) 
(2.18) ti 
Vndcr the 11ull hypothesis, the statiHtic ti follows a t-distribution with (n - q 1) 
degrees offreedom. Thus, a being a llominallevel, a two- tailed test for a single outlier 
will reject if 1 ti I> t(a/n, n q - 1). If the row sllspected for all outlier is unknown, 
an alternative rejection region (the Bonferroni inequality) is given by: 
maxi 1 ti I> t(a/n, n - q 1) 
A similar rejection rule accommodating the l1ii'8 IS by Cook aud 'Veis-
berg(1980) as follows: 
maXj 1 tj 1 ti I> t(Vi;(l/q, n - q 1) 
Remarks: 
1 One should notice the similarity between the external studentized test statistic 
and the one under the mean shift outlier model; they an: in fact two identical tests. 
2 \Vhen ¢ -=I 0, the distribution of is nOll-central F-distribution with noncen-
tratity parameter -'--''"--7;-...:..:..1... It clearly appears that this parameter gets small as Vii is 
dose to 1, it therefore becomes difficult to identify outlying points with such values 
of rii, and yet these are of great interest. 
Since 
I'ii is increasing in '1, the number of explanatory variables ill the model. Tlms, the 










2.6 Added variable plot 
In t he mean shift model 
yields to the nev/ model: 
1.5), replacing by allot her explanatory variable, say Z, 
X vV/J + cpZ + c (2.19) 
~Iultiplying both sides of (2.19) by -- V)) one has: 
(I - V)X = (I V) 1+'/3 ¢(I - V)Z + (I V)E: 
that is 
(2.20) 
taking expectation over both sides gives: 
E(e) ¢(I - V)Z (2.21 ) 
This last relation suggests that the new or added variable Z should enter the 
Illodellineariy, that is the plot of e versus (I V)Z is linear and through the origin 
of axis as illustrated in figure(2.1) below. Hence, as in the previous chapter if we 
define P to be the projection Illatrix of the column space of TV except Him (the Ill-th 
column of TV), one can plot ( 1 - P)X versus (I - P) HTm to test wether or not case 
m might be suspected as outlier. 
Note: Practically, the added variable plot is realized as follows: we take on the 
y-axis the residuals of the regression of the dependent variable X on the explanatory 
variables excluding the one that is being tested. all the other hand, we take on the 
























2.7 Partial residual plots 
The partial residual plot, E;t,ekiel (1924), is a variant of the added variable plot 
introduced above. Let consider the following model (full model) 
From the previolls, the vector of residuals is given by 
ex = 
It follows that 
(J - i/) X 
(I V(j) 
Putting V(j) to zero, one 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
The partial residual plot is defined as the plot of ex + HT versus (1 it(j)) X j . 
It therefore appears as a special case of the added variable plot where it(j) has been 













MULTIPLE ROWS DETECTION 
3.1 Introduction 
The multiple ease is analogous to the single one: but one needs to take care of SOIlle 
peculiarities that sometimes arise when one is trying to identify more than one out-
lier at a time. vVe have for example the problem of masking and swamping effects 
mentioned earlier this study. 
In this chapter we first present a non-parametric test for a multiple detection based 
on the mean shift outlier modeL vVe will also look at the test procedure proposed by 
Gentleman and \Vilk (1975); finally we will give an overview of the partial-regression 
leverage plots. 
3.2 Mean shift model 
Let L (iI, 1,2) ... ) im) be an m-veetor of case subscripts, CL {ei};j l,2, ... ,m}an 
m-vector of residuals and VL anmxm subrn3trix of ~I with rows and coluIIlns indexed 
by L above. The mean shift outlier model for multiple rows detection can be written 
as follows: 
(3.1) 
\Vhere D is all nxm matrix with the fk - til clcmellt in tiln k - til columll equal 
to 1 while the rellwilling dements arc all equal to n. ~1 is the llnll lllatrix and (j) an 















is the statistic for the test of lIo : cb = (/j aml that under the llonnality assumption, 
tJ, follows the F-distributioll with m and (n q-m) degrees offreedom. Critical values 
for this multiple case outlier test are based on the Bonferroni inequality mentioned 
above. 
RelllClrk: As in the single case, the followillg rcli1tiollship between t'i and the mul-




can easily be computed using the Choleski factorization of (I - \IL ) which is summa-
rized as follows: 
stepl: find a triangular matrix C such that 
step2: solve for A in the system 
step3: compute 
3.3 General distance measures for several cases 
Let I be the set of indices for them cases to be deleted. the empirical influence 
[ullction is ddined as 
IFj I) .3 (3.4) 











From Bingham (1977) , 
(3.5) call be writtell as 
T. 2 r[ - VI )-lVi(I - VI lrI 
D[(~V IV,qs) = ----.. --')--~­
qs~ 
Applying the spectral decomposition to VI, we have 
(3.G) 
(:3.7) 
where r is all ort hogonal matrix and A = riiag()\j . .... Am) an mxm diagonal matrix 
therefore (3.6) becomes 
qs2 
(3.8) 








Following Gentlenwn a11(l \Vilk (1975), the likelihood ratio test statistic for the 
hypothesis that the III cases are not an outlying set is given by 




F[ ,....., F(m .. n (} m) 
A comparisoll of (3.11) anel (3.3) shows that 
TIl 
T ,') 
f'[ r[ = ~ 11] 
)=1 










by Draper and John (1981): vVriting the model (2.1) as follows 
(3.12) 
where Xl and E1 Hre (n-k)xl vectors, on the other hand Xn and en are (kx1) vectors; 
~VI is an (n. k)xq matrix and vVn is an (kxq) matrix. h is a kxk identity matrix 
and), a kx1 vector of additional parameters. The least square estimate of ,B in this 
model is given by 
and that of ). can be derived as follows: 
-TV1 (lV{lV1)-11V~ 1 [Xl 1 




Since from (3.4) 
we can write, using the above expression 
let 
olle has 











HTII(lV'II')~I[I nV'IV - vV:JVnHH~{lVd I]1V;XI 
IVn(IV'IV)-l[I - {vV{lVl + vV:/vVn - lV:llVnHH'{lVd-lllV{Xl 
11-1l(11'-!\V)~1[I - {IV{lV1(H'{IV1 ) l}]IV{Xl 
n'u (1F'1l 
o 
The expression reduces to 
1TT (ll!-'vV)-hlT!]~l 
11. ' I 11 n 
Gent leman amI vVilk (W75) show that 
which they termed "outlier sum of squares", the extra sum of squares due to fitting 
A in the model (3.4). The statistic for the test of Ho : A = 0 of no outliers is therefore 
given by 
CJk n - q - k 
F= x---'::"'--
RSS - CJk k 
where RSS is the residual sum of squares. Under Ha, F follows the F-distribution 
wi th k and (n - q -- k) degrees of freedom. 
3.4 The recursive residuals 
The model (2.1) can also be written ill partitioned form as follows, 
(3.14) 
where (Xn, H'n ) is the last oh,ervation. \Vith regard to the deletion formulae, if 
the n-th observation is omitted from the sample, \ve have the follmvillg results from 
the suhregrcssioll 
(H!{H1d 11F{Xl 
Sl = (Xl H' )'(X1 - II :11) 












2 nss = RSS1 + (:I:n 
-" ---~,----=----
The above formulae allow us to produce (lV{n~d--l, and nss l from their 
corresponding term in the full model, say (IF'll') 
Follmving Beckman and Trussell (1974), 
,;3 and nss, 
(::rn - wn/-J) 
r - ---r==::::::;=~=.:=:=:==c='7== 
n Jl + wn(vV{lVd-Lw~ 
Under the assumption that VV has full rank Cj, one can produce (n q) such 
variables, namely Tn, Tn-I, "" , These last are known as recursive residuals; they 
are independent and distributed as N(O, ( 2 ), 
nss, the residual sum of squares is given by 
n 
RSS= L Tk 
k=q+l 
Now, suppose that the last k observations corresponding to the last k recursive 
residuals have been removed, the residual sum of squares becomes 
""' ') L.t r; 
i=q-t- I 
Following Hawkins(19S0), if the observations are permuted so that the suspected 
outliers occupy the position n, n - L "') n k + 1: the following two statistics can 
be calculated: 
E' RSSk 1 L 1 "£ 1 f 1 l' k nss ' a g ooa statIstic or t Ie presence 0 up to tG out Iers 
n 1'11-1.:+1 " , 'f' f I f k 'J.: " a stepwIse statIstIc approprmtcor testmg or t Ie presence 0,' 
outliers given that, the sample contains Ie - 1 outliers 
Small \'alll(~s Ek iudicate that the k observations put in the "outlier" partition 
are in fact contamiuants, Fractiles of Ek for giYen II, ~'. }/ and n. are pnwicied by' 
Hm,;kins (1978b) , 










each others' presence. However, it IS geucrnlly impossible to arrange the data as 
described above. 
3.5 Test procedures 
Procedmes for detecting outlicrs in linear models have been suggested by lllany au-
thors. e.g. :'vIickey. Dunn and Clark (1967), Gentleman and \Vilk (197,5). Named 
"step-up" Hnd "step-clown" procedurcs, they arc also known undcr the names "for-
\'lard deletion" and "backward deletion" procedures respectively: in this work we use 
both nomenclatures. 
3.5.1 Step-up procedure 
In the step-up procedure, one starts with the full data set and delete sequentially 
each observatioll is erroneous. This procedure is recommended when the data 
set has at most one outlier because in this case it allows us to avoid unnecessary 
computation. However, in the presence of more than one outlier the forward deletion 
procedure possest;et; some weaknesses; it is insensitive to the masking effect and can 
cause SOIlle inliers to appear as outliers when the true outliers occur at high influence 
points. 
The second type, the backward deletion, begins with a reasonable number of 
outliers k, and decreases it sequentially, This procedure has the advantage of being 
affected by the masking effect. In the following section, we briefly present the 
backward deletion procedure based on the maximulll absolute stuclelltizecl residuals 
Rn as clefined in the previous chapters. 
3.5.2 Backward deletion (Gentleman and Wilk (1975)) 
\Ye have two different cases; for the first one the number of possible outliers, k, IS 
preassigned Hnd for the second it is unknown. 
In the first case the first step consists of identifying 1\ s1Ibset of k potential outliers 
from the full data set. Oue WHy of doing this is to choose the subset whose deletioll 
yields the lllininnllll Sllm of squmcs of the residuals of the remailling obsprva tiolls. 
Another \\'(\~' is to select the k OhS('lTatiolls hHving large residuals 











If k is not fixed ill advance, then the procedure can be performed in the following 
interesting fashion: 
step 1: Order the set S of residl1als by absolute nlluc, say 81, 82, ... , Sn with 
8i > for i > ). 
step2: Determine = rnax 
step~): Let C Si corresponding to 8* 
If we let be the subset of absolute values of residuals related to the possible 
outliers then we can write 
k is therefore the number of observations in 
The interesting part of the procedure performed this way is that we can set an 
tIpper bound all k, the number of possible outliers ill the data set. 
step4: After the subset of k possible outliers has been selected, starting with a 
sample of size (n - k), one reenters the possible outliers one by OIle and caleulates its 
corresponding residual *Ti from (n - k + 1) observations. 
Let * R lllin{*rl'* 1'2, ..• ,* Tk} 
If * R is less than a critical value from Lund's tables of conservative values for the 
sample size (n - k + 1), the corresponding observation is entered in the data set and 
t he process is repeated with the (71 k: + 1) observations until none ofthe observations 
corresponding to the elements ill S*, say 8lJ 82, .... .'lp where p k can be entered. 
3.6 Partial-regression leverage plots 
Though appearing at the end of the chapter, these plots should be used as preliminary 
tools in applying the multiple row detection test. They display how any given group 
of potential outliers can work together to illfi1lence the regression parameters and 
most of the time, allow a clear visualizatioll of the masking or swamping effects. 
The partial-regression leverage plot is H device that can be motivated in the fol-
lowing way: Let lV(i) be the nx(q 1) sllbllmtrix of llr obtained by deleting the i-tll 
column Wi. If we denote by Vi and I'i rcspcctin:l.y, the residuals of the n~grc:-;siol1 of 
X OlllL'i and n'(i)' the i-th regression coefficient of til(' fll111110del call he foulld by 
regressing Ilion I'i (silllple regressioll). Tlw partin l-n 'I!P';C;;C;i()ll Ipverage plot is thcn'-











showll t ha t the residuals from this regressioll line are t he same as the residuals from 
the full model (regression of X on VV) and the simple correlation beh'.'een Ui and '/Ii is 
equal to the partial correlation between X and HT; ill the multiple regression. These 
plots are indicated if the rows suspected of being outliers are knowll. 
Following Belsley et a1. (1980), the aciclecl varia hIe plots are called partial- regressioll 












One of the effective approaches to a variety of problems in regression analysis is the 
transformation of the data sHch that the asr:;umptions of the linear regression model 
are more closely met. Generally, transformations are used for remedy to asymmetry 
: nonconstant variance and for linearization purpor:;e. To achieve thi::->, several families 
of tranr:;formation of independent or dependant variables are availa ble. The following 
are the most used: 
1) X being the variable concerned with the transformation, t he power transforma-
tion family used earlier by Tukey (1949) and then by Box and Cox (1964) is defined 
as follows: 
X(A) = {(XA 1)/ A . A 0 
log X ,A = 0 
( 4.1) 
where X(A) is the transformed variable. This family is of great use when the x'r:; 
are all posi t ive. 
2) The extended power transformation is defined as: 
X(A) = { [(:1: + A2yl. 1]/A,1, Al i= 0 
log(:1: + .\:d . A1 0 
(4.2) 
Here (:c + A2) > 0, the transformation is applicable ill the presence of negative 
valnes of the x's. 
3) .\Iodulns transformations, ,John and Draper(I980), 
[(.:c I +1)A - IliA. A i= 0 
(4.3) 
. A = 0 
,';(,1') is the sign of T. 












This family is useful when the x';:; are constrained to belong to the interval [a,b]. 
In this section \VC will focus on Atkinsc)lI and Andrews method Atkinson 
(985) and Andrews (1971)) in addition to the maximum likelihood method for se-
lecting a transformation because of their diagnostic ability. 
4.1 TRANSFORMING THE DEPENDANT VARI-
ABLE 
4.1.1 MAXIM-UM LIKELIHOOD METHOD 
Alldrc\vs (1971a) demonstrates that the likelihood method for choosing a transforma-
tion is sensitive to outlying responses; that is, an outlier in the untransfonned data 
may be brought into line by a transforrrmtion. 
Let's consider the monotonic power family and suppose that the transformation 
is indexed by the parameter A. The object being the normalization of the error dis-




... ,((A) {(.X; -.l)/A , A # 0 
log Xi ,A () 
i = l, ... ,n 
since, the likelihood can be regarded as a function of the transformation parameter 
A auel the usual regression parameters, 
where 










Let's denote by the maximllm likelihood estimate of (3 for the transformed 
model, we have 
(TVTVV)~l H'TX(A) (4.7) 
Hence, the residual sum of squares of the X(A)/.') is given by 
that is 
(4.8) 
Di\'idillg (4.8) by n one obtains the maximuIIl likelihood estimate of the variance 
denoted by 
(4.9) 
The log-likelihood is therefore obtained by replacing l3 and (T2 in the logarithm of 
(4.6) by the expressions given by (4.7) and (4.9) respectively: that is 
Lmax()\) = ~rIIOg[RSS(A, X)/n] + log(J) (4.10) 
equivalently it can be written as: 
Lmax(A) 
1 . 2n 
;-nlogrRSS(A, X)/n] + -log(.J) 
2' . 2n 
~n log[RSS(A, X)/n] + ~ nlog(J)2/n 
1 . X(A)T[J - iljX(A) 
-2T1 log[ nJ2/n 1 
- -T/ 100' __ -'-----0 __ -"--_-'--_ 1.. {XIA)T J* } 
2 I:> n 
-~nloo. [Z(AfI(I V)Z(A)] 
2 0 n 
and 
LmaX(A) = ~n log [RSS(A, Z)/n] ( 4.11) 
'where tlw ll-vector Z has elements 
IJl 
I • ( 4.12) 
The llsefulness of the HonllH liz(\d t nUlsfol'lu{ltioll (-1. 12) is tlwt it ,1110w8 c:olllpm-











The last step before the test consists of findillg the maximulll likelihood estimate of 




Hence, the likelihood-ratio test statistic for the hypothesis lIo : A = AO is given by 
(4.13) 
and GG is distributed as a X2 variable with the Humber of degrees of freedom 11 
equal to the number of components in A. Sillce, one can built a lOO( 1 n) confidence 
region for A by considering all the values of A satisfying 
(4.14) 
Atkinson (1985) suggests values of A betvveen 1 and 1 and considers the approx-
imate 100(1 - Q)% confidence region for A below 
The null hypothesis of no transformatioll corresponds to the value AO falling in 
the above confident region 
4.1.2 THE SCORE TESTS AND CONSTRUCTED VARI-
ABLES 
Let's consider the normalized model 
Z(A) = ~Fl3 (4.15) 













is known under the name of the Confltructed Variable, Box(19S0). 
Thus 
and 
z(>'o) = vV/3 + +=- ( 4.17) 
with 
I = -(A - Ao) 
As in section (2.1) above, the least squares estimate of the constructed variable 
coefficient is given by 
and 
(}'2 
V (1T ( ;y) = --,----,-----,--,-
• I. ,~P'o)T (I - V)l;:po) 
In consideration of tbe residual sum of squares RSS of section 2.4 , tbe estimate 
of (}'2 may be found from the expression 
[Z(AolT(I V)I/PO)j2 
upolT (I \f)ltPo) 
Hence, the approximate score test for the hypothesis A( = 0 is given by the following 
stRtistic (Atkinson (1973) ) 
Z(~)T(I V)~(~l 
Tq(Ao)= -~(~\----------­
Sz[V) Ao,T (I \f)Upo1p/2 
The negative sign comes from I = - (A Ao) in (4.17) 
uuder the assnmptioll that the linear approxilllatioll leading to (-1.17) is exact, one 
can write 











esis A AD of no transformatioll. 
Defining the two following variables, 
Olle call consider the plot of . ' (,\() \" l' I . agalllst~' " w llC 1 IS fact the added variable 
plot. It tells whether the informatioll for the transformation is cOllcerned with all the 
data or depends 011 one or a few observations ouly. In this last case the observations 
should be gi,'en particular attention. 
4.1.3 ANDREWS' METHOD 
Like previously, the Andrews method is based on the test of the null hypothesis A = AD 
with the small difference that Andrews ignores the Jacobian of the transformation. 







is the constructed variable. 
Replacing X().) by ~VtJ + c, (4.18) becomes 
x().o) = tVa + (Ao A) +c 19) 
The Andrmys test statistic,which haH a standard t-distribution with (n - q 1) 
degrees of freedoIll (Milliken and Graybill (1970)). is equal to the usual i-statistic for 
the test of Ao A = 0 in the model 











TECHNIQUES BASED ON 
MEASURES OF INFLUENCE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter) techniques for the identification of outliers, related to different collinearity-
influential diagnostics, are presented; namely the change in the volume of confidence 
ellipsoid, the Cook-\Veisberg statistic, the COVRATIO, the \Vilk's A , the Andrews-
Pregibon statistic and the Likelihood distallce. First, let us look at the Variance 
Inflation Factor as a measure of collinearity. This will lead us to distinguish between 
different ca tegories of outliers mentioned in the following. 
5.1.1 The variance inflation factor(VIF) 
The variance inflation factors are diagnostic tools often used to determine at what 
extent regressors are involved in collinearity. By definition 
1 
---







, the coefficient of determination from the regression of ~VJ on the other 
regressors. To see how the varial1ce inflatioll factor is affected by imlividnal observa-











1 - eTwl RSSIl'j (1 
J 
VIY-.7 n~ / RSSn"j 
(1 1);;)/(1 -ii) 
VIF 71 1- -- -----"--(11/) ( (n) J lu;; n 1 
VI Y LL 1 -- =--"~ 
( 
1 VJ ) ( (TI) w?J. ) 
J 1 - Vii n - 1 I:i tV;j 
(5.2) 
where rfi is the it11 diagonal element of the hat matrix with the jtll regressor 




n ) 11)2 ) ~l 
Sml = 1 - -.-. - L ': 2 ) n 1m 
I 'J 
(5.4) 
are referred to as the orientation away from collinearity due to the ith obser-
vation and the scale inflation due to the ith observation respectively. Based on 
these two factors, oue distinguishes between Type A and Type B observations. For 
the first category OiW
j 
will generally be smaller and for the second it will be larger. 
Extreme type A observations have values of Sm') larger than OiW). 
Note that the expression (5.2) above can be written as 
VIP J 
given that Sm") 2 1 and OiWj > 1 -;-;-;~ 
theiih observation is of type B. 
OiW __ J 
S;Wj 
(5.5) 
1 if and only if ()m~ > SiW
j
, that is if 
In conclusion, type A observation inflates the VI F (Oill) < SilFj ) and type B 
observation deflates the V I F (OiW > Sill')· . Oh:icrvations for \vhie11 Oi\\" ~ SilY are 
) . J j J 
referred to as type AB. 
5.1.2 Definition 5.1.1 
Type A outliers refer to outliers that iuflate the VIF. that is outliers for which one 












5.1.3 Definition 5.1.2 
A type B outlier deflates the VIF, this means that either 
or 
7" -n (5.7) 
holds. 
5.1.4 Definition 5.1.3 
Type AB outliers refer to outliers for which OIle has either 
or 
(5.8) 
5.1.5 VIF BASED PLOTS 
This diagnostic plot consists of plotting in the same set of axes, the orientation away 
factor Oi" and the scale factor Six' Observations lying far a hove and below the 
. J ) 
45 degrees line through the origin, can be regarded as type B and type A outliers 
respectively. In fact, type B outliers are sneh that O;x, > SiXj and any observation 
belonging to this group lies above the 45 degrees line Oix) Six)' The same, type A 
outliers satisfy Oi" < Siy and observations from this group lie below the 45 degrees 
• . J . J 
Si\ ... 
. J 
A HHiallt of this plot, accormnodating the change ill the F I F clue to 1:1 speeific 
obs(~rvation. is the \,('r8ns I'i' In other words. it is the plot of 
J 











5.2 Changes in the volume of confidence ellipsoid 
The general eqnation for an ellipsoid G is given by Seber (1977) as 
(5.9) 
where \.II is the kernel of the ellipsoid alld L some positive definite matrix. 
The volume of this ellipsoid is proportional to the inverse of the square root of 
the matrix L, that is 
Vol{ G) ex IL11/2 (5.10) 
That being the case, let's write }V in the partitioned form 
(5.11) 
where TVl is an nx( q p) and }V2 an TIXP rnatrix. The last p components of the 
coefficient vector j3 are of interest in this case. Thus, one can define 
(5.12) 
where C, an pxq matrix, is such that 
(5.13) 
is the coefficient vector of interest, and its corresponding least squares estimator 
(5.14) 
A (1 o)x100% confidence ellipsoid for cP, based on the estimate 4), is given by 

















If only oue regressor is left out, this expression becomes 
and the situation where 011e case is deleted folluws fro111 (5.7), that is 
) 
(C(HT;~/V(i)) -lCT)-l](<I>" -<I>(i)) ~ 1} 
q -~ 1 
(5.17) 
Like in (5.2), on8 can write 
and 
Thus, the ratio of (5.11) and (5.10) can be obtained, namely 







n q- 1 
(5.20) becomes 
('o[(E(O) = (F1-,,(1] 1,71 q-1)x(n q-~ 1'/))('1--1)/2 C(n'(~)H'(i))-lC[' 
1'0[(E) Fl-a(q - 1, n q) . (n - (1 1) !C(lFTIV) lCTI 
(5.21) 











This case corresponds to the deletion of one observation from the full model and 
since C=I leads 
(lrT H'. )--1 (i) (I) 
l(n"l'lV)-l! 
( 
1 ) 1/2 
1 1 'i; 
(5.22) 
(5.21) reduces to 
l'oi ) ( 
1'0l(E) -
(q-1,n q l))n .(j rf))'l/2( 
F1-ex(q- 1, n q) (n q -- 1) 1 
1 ) ]/2 
Vii 
(5.23) 
• The j th regTessor and the i th observation are omitted. 
The volume ratio in this case is given by 
110l(E(i») 
vol (E) 
) 2. ( - 1. s(i)F1- cx q l,n - q-
112 
rT . -1 T ' C(H (i) lV(i») C 







1 1) - '\' u;2 
L. IJ 
} I-ex q- 1, n q 1 n q Ti l.. Wij (c ) 
( 
c ( ) ( .2))(Q-1)/2 (1 -v:\ ) 1/2 
-_:"':::-'_-_··_-x ;).24 
F1-ex(q - 1, n q) (n -' q - 1) 1 Vii 
• An observation and the intercept are omitted 
This case corresponds to 1 0). thereforc onc has CTV 1 and WTj 1 and 
n. Hence. the volume ratio can be written as 
vol .)=((n q rf)FI-ex(.q Ln .... q_1))(Q-l)/2(_1_--"n.
1c-.)1/2 
/1ol(E) (n - q - 1)F1- n (q L n - q) 1 1'i, 
(5.25) 
These expressions have the advantage of cdlmvillg Olle to write dowll separately 
hvo factors, the first one relnted to outliers ill the dependel1t space and the second 










5.3 The Cook-Weisberg statistic 
The Cook-\Vcisbcrg statistic is based on the change in the voluIlle' of confidence 
ellipsoid. It is defined as the logarithm of the ratio obtained in the prcvion::; section. 
For simplicity. we cOllsider the following two cOllficlence ellipsoids associated with 














Following the t;C1mC authors, if the i-th cm,e it; an outlier. its deletion may result 
in a large and positive quantity of the above ratio. 
For the more general result of the above, lefs write IV in the following partitioned 
form 
where n'l is an nx( q p) and lV2 an nxp matrix. The last p components of the 
coefficient vector ;3 are of interest in this case. 
The change in the volume for estimating <P, a ::;ubt;et of p component::; of the ~1 
vector, after dcletioll of m cases indexed by I, b given by 
where 
n q) 
n -q m) 
(5.29) 












If W8 let m=l. (5.29) reduces to (5.28) above. 
5.4 The COVRATIO 
The COVRATIO is a measure of influence based on the change of the covariance 




Hence, cases with large values of COVRATIO should be considered as outliers 
in the regressor space, since high leverage observations will result in an increase in 
COVRATIO .vhile cases resulting in a decrease in COVRATIO should be regarded as 
potential outliers in the dependent space since large value.s of rr decrease the factor 
5.5 The Wilks' A statistic 
The \Vilks'A statistic is another test, useful for discov(:rillg groups of outliers in the 
regression analysis. Let Z he the nx( q + 1) matrix formed by adjoining the vector X 
to the TV matrix. that is 
Z 'll·· ," = l / L\; 
On the geometric point of view, each row of Z call be rf'gard('cl as an observatioll 
ill the (q 1) dimensional space. 















where Det symbolizes the determinaut and ~ the q-vector (row) of column means 
of Z(i). Applying the formulas for adding a column to a lllatrix, Rao(UI73) shows that 
the (1 bove expression reduces to 
_n_(1 l'ii)!1 + -1 (5.32) 
n 1 n-q 
Let Drn denote the set (of m) of indexes of the rows to be deletcd, 11 an nxl 
vector consisting of ones for HJ\VS contained in Dm and zeros otherwise, 1 an n-vector 
of ones and 12 1 - 11 . The statistic for testing whet hcr a group of III observations 
(indexed by Dm) is an outlying group is given hy [Rao(1973)] 
D [Z~TZ·. - J... et_ 
A(Dm) = m 
which, following (5.32), reduces to 
this statistic is related to the F -statistic, that is 
(n-~ 1) (I-A(Dm ))""F( .. _ A(Dm) q, n q 
(5.33) 
1) 
Small values of (5.33) indicate po::;sible discrepant observations that should be 
given particular attention. 
5.6 The Andrews-Pregibon statistic 
Adrews and Pregiboll (1978) propose a similar stat istic whose distribution (in the case 
where X is Gaussian and \V fixed) has been developed: it also provides significance 
levels for finding sets of outliers for small values of 11. 












where Dm and Z are as in the previous sectioll. 






where RSSx and RSSx(i) are the sum of t:>quares of residuab of X and X with 
the i-th case deleted respectively. 
Expression (5.~)5) becomes 
Det [Z~') Z(i) 1 
Det[ZTZ] 
Det[TV(~; TVri)l RSSX(1J 
Det[TVTTVl RSSx 
(1 - ( 1 - RS Sx 1 
(1- 'Uii) (1 _l) 
n-q 
(5.38) 
The Andrews-Pregibon statistic is more likely to identify outliers in the regressor 
space than the dependent space since ".2 it:> very small compared to its denominator 
(0 - q) . 
In practice. some authors make llt:>e of the following transformation 
(]*(Dd -- ~ log(Q(D1 )) 
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5.7 Influence measures based on likelihood distances 
Let write the model (2.1) as follows 
(5.40) 
with Si rv iid N(O, 1) and rr2 is known. 
Let also L(/3) and l (/3) denote respectively the likelihood function of /3 and its 






2"log(rr ) - (5.41) 
with respect to the earlier notation, the likelihood distance is defined by Cook and 
\Veisberg (1982) as 
ldi = 2 (I (3) I (/\i))) 
where l (i3) is the log-likelihood evaluated at iJ, namely 
l (iJ) = n ( ?) log 27m-2 
RSS 
2rr2 
the same for l (l3ri)) but. with th i-th case deleted, that is 
n ( 2) (X X(ilf(X - .kei)) 
log 27rrr . ') 
2 2rr-
n (. 2) RSS - - log 271 rr - .) - --:-----"--:-::-_::_ 
'I '1rr- '1(1 - I'·' ~ ~. - '71 





Following Cook and vVcibberg (1982) the maxim1ll11 likelihood over the parameter 
space for e'2 with e1 fixed ib given by 
(5.4G) 











[di(()l I ()2) = 2 ([(i)) - 111~x [ 
where l(()) l(ih.ih). 
(5.47) 
Applying the above to the model (5.40) \vith ()1 = ,3 aud ()2 (72 (unknown but 
not of interest), one obtains 
l(/3) 
TI ,A2 TI 






the maximum likelihood estimate of ) is function of 3 . Hence. following (5/12) 
and (,5.47). the likelihood distance is 







where (7;, the value of that maximizes IU~(i),(72) is given by 
1 (X XU)) T (X Xii)) 
n 
1 n 
-:;; L(Xk WU3 li ))'2 
11:=1 
J:nSSyc n . ,I) (5.52) 














RSSX + (1~~E;:)2) 
RSSx 
n.log (1 + -fJ-Di ) 71 q 
where D; is the Cook's distance. 
(5.5~3 ) 
5.7.1 ') The likelihood distance when both l3 and (r are of in-
terest 
In the fonner cases, interest was only 011 the vector in the following the likelihood 
dist anee is reviewed when both ,B and 1T2 are of illterest. 
As in (5.48), the log-likelihood is given by 
n ,') n 
- - log(27r1T- ) - -
2 L 2 (5.54) 
where 
(5.55) 
Thus, (G.G4) can be \vritten as 
;; <!) n. (. (71 q). 2) [(;3, IT = -:zlog 27r -n-. - IT * n (5.56) 
2 
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1 - l'i; 
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c- I'i;( -
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RSSx (;) + -,---",. 
, (1-· l'ii 




R 1 · 'I l'k )'1 1 . t ,2 1 (It-q-I) ep acmg t 1e 1 'e 1 lOOf estllnaor (T(i) )y ~
~. log (27r ( n n q.~ 1 ) rr:(i)) 
~ log (27r (n n q ~ 1 ) rT~{i)) 
1 
2 (n q - 1) (1 - 1'i i) 
(5.58) 
. aIle has 
(n; 1) 
(5.59) 
Using (5.56) and (5.59), Cook and vVeisberg (U)82) provide the following likelihood 
distance 
2{ ~ log (27r (n n q) a:) ~ +~ log (n : ~ 1 1) a:(i) 
+ (~) +. ('{I - 1) } 
2 2 (n - q 1) (1 PiJ 
n log ((n 1) n q - 1)( n q . )) 1 + -,------'_---=--.::.. __ 
2 n q 'n-q 1+# 
nlo(y (-"-)( . ) + 1 (5.60) ( 
n n q - 1) (n 1) t~ 
b n-1 n-q-l+ir (0 q-l)(l 1'id 
For models with a COllstallt term, the a hove likelihood distance is an increasing 
function in tJ. Thus, outliers in the dependent space call easily be identify by means of 
(5.GO) . In the same expression, leverage values play an important role ill identifying 
outliers in the independent space. 
5.8 Influence measures based on the volume of con-
fidence ellipsoids for the secondary regression 
Consider the follmving sccomlary regression fit 











A (1 o)x100% eonfidcnce ellipsoid, based on (1]) is given by 
(q-Ln q+1) (5.62) 
Like previously, after the i-th observatioll has beell deleted, the (1 0 )xlOO% 
confidellce ellipsoid for aj is given by 
F\_",(q 1, n - q) 
(5.63) 
The volume of these confident ellipsoids are proportional to the square root of the 
determinant of the inverses of vV(~') vV(j) and iyT (in the last case, the first 
subscript indicates the observation that has been deleted and the second is related 
to the regressor that is being treated as the dependent variable in the secondary 




------;0;------------- (vV~ vV(j]) 
( q 1 F 1- D: (q - L n q + 1) , 
1/2 
[(q - l)a~!JFl-a(q 1, T/- q +l)](Q-1)/21(l'VGJlV[jj)1 
1 -----,;,..---------. nV(~~(j' 
(q 1 F1- c,( q 1, n - q) ). 





The ratio of (5.63) to (5.02) gives the change related to the deletion of the ith 
observation ill the volume of secondary confidence ellipsoid, that is 
Vo(E(i) (aj)] 
Vol[E(a;)] 












n - q + 1 RS8~!/(i)) (q~l ____ * . J 
n - q R8Swj 
-('i (q - 1, n - q) 1)/2 
* (I (W1'.1 W(i)0») I ) 
I (H (j) l,V(j)) I 
Since the residual sum of squares with the ith ('em be expreHsed as 
R8 
(5.67) 
t he above expression becomes 
(q-l)/2 
(1 7/) 11 (5.68) 
The Cook-vVeisberg statistic for the secondary regression model can easily be 
derived from this expression by means of t.aking the logarithm over its right hand 
Hide, that is 
-- ocr 1 - 11" --lac)' 0\\,. 11 ( j) q -1 ~loc,. ((n - q)F1.-n(q 2 b 11 2 b . 1 J 2 b (n q 1) 




For Himplieity of interpretation, some authOl'H suggest the following adapt.ation 
(5.70) 
\vhere ClV;* (E((1;)) is the Cook-vVeisberg statistic for secondary regression model, 
evaluated at the following: 
1 (1 11 ... )8 11" n l"J 
where 
is the' scalc infiatioll dne to tlw ith observatioll. In this f'xpressioll lUi) iH tlH: i,jth 










2 lI;i 1 (1 - "id 1/:3 (see appendix!!!) 
Let consider first the case where Vii 1- (1- l'i;)Sil!'j and OjXj = Sill), expression 
(5.69) becomes 
\vhere 
And when I'l, 
-~ log(I - Vii) ~ log (Sil\ j ) (q 2 1) log Si~Vj J( 
~ 10g(Il1ii) - ~ log(SillJ - J{ 
}( __ q I} og 
2 





substituting respectively CW*(l) (E(o.J) nnd crvt(2) (E(o.j)) for CIVt (E(o.j)) in 
(5.70), one has 
~C1Vl (E(o.')) 
" J, 
1 q . 1 i (q 1) -log(I - 11id - -log(Sm') + -log (1 - I") -? log OiW
J 2' '2 J 2' n _ 
~~~ log(l- Vii) ~ 109(SiIV
J
) ~ log (1 un 







100 (1 - "J)' :2 Ie> /I 
q -- 1) 100 01{/, 2 Ie> I.} 
(
fJ- I ) , . -- lon (1 - 1'1) 
2 Ie> " 
L 











(Y) log (1 lIii) (5.75) 
q ( q 100 ' 1 - - log (1 - /I) 
2°' 6 II 
III general, type A outliers observ,H.iolls will have negative values of 6.CIV/ (E( Cl;)) 
\vith a theoretical lllinimum of 
(5.76) 
\vhcreas type B outliers observa.tions will have positive values of 6.CvVl (E( el;)) 
\vith a theoretical maximum of 
lim 6.CvVi
2 (E( Ctj)) = 
~O 
q 
i3log (1 (5.77) 
comparison of these two limit values shows that 
(5.78) 
that is type A outliers can potentially have larger values of I6.CvV? (E( Ctj)) I than 
type B outliers. 
5.9 The likelihood distance based on the secondary 
regression models 
From the previous results, One can easily derive the likelihood distance for secondary 
regression models. firstly, we make an adaptation to (5.60) above, namely 
ld(l) 
I 
ldi ( Ctj , (Jiv ) 
] 
nlog ((_. _n_)( __ n_-_q ,----)) -t- _(_n,_l_---=--,- _ 1 
n 1 n q-t- (n q)(l 
(5.79) 
\v11e1'e tj is the external studentized residuals from the secowlarv regression and 
II '] • 













(n - q) 
(5.81) 
the fact or PI\!' = 
J 
'V~vj 
~ is known as the primary potential and relates to the 
I-Vi:! 




Therefore, expression (5.79) becomes 
( 
n ) (n q)(n-l) 
nlog (-, -'-) ~,-----) + (I-
n -1 n 
(
n ) (n-l)J~1I 
n lou (--)O~ 1+ . j 
b n-l ~Wj (1-111;) 1 
n log ((_. n_. ) (1 v~~)) + _(n_. -_1-,-) -'------'''-'- _ 1 
n - 1 luJ (1 -
"11. 
Secondly, another adaptation to (5.53) above leads 
I 2 an') J 
n log (1 + ( q 1 )D*) 
n q + 1 I 
where D;, the Cook's distance for secondary regression, is given by 
,.2 


















As in (5.72) and (5.73) above, substituting respectively 




) leads II .. 11 
hP)* = n loa ((_n ) ( 1 Pi; )) + --;-(TI -----''------1_._+_(1--:-----'-





nlog (n n 1 (1- 1Ii;)2/3) + (n 1) ((1- 1';i)1 / :3 
nlog (n n 1 (1 11i;)2/3) + (n - 1) ((1 I';.;) 1 
(1-1';;)) (1 'Uii)_rl/3 _ 1 
(1 1'i; 1/3) - 1 (5.86) 





















(1'11 1'7i) _ ((1 + 11 - 1 (1 . I') (1 - 1,1) II II (\ _ ";;) 1/3)) 
( 




(n - 1) 
(
(1 -11) 
n log H., 
. 1 - 1IJ 
+ (n - 1) _-11_/ -'--___ -:--_~ 
) 
(1 1"1 1 
(11') (1 --n il, \ 
(
(1 -I'ii,) n log . 
1 _I,J 
n 
) I (n-l)((i 
-1/3 j 'I''') . - (1 - I') 11 11 
t:.ld~l)* \"ill take OIl positive value::; in the illterval [0. x) for type B observations 




1 and Sill' x, it \vill take on negative values in interval (-oc, 01. 
J ' ~ 













(1- r;Jl)l (5.89) (1 
0, while for type A observations it take on negative values in the 
(5.90) 
categor,v of observations 1. 
In the linear modeL it can happen that the problem of outliers simlllta-
neously with that of high correlations among the predictors. Following Marquardt 
(1974), the two problems must also be tackled simultaneously. III the next chap-














MODELS WITH SELECTED 
VARIABLES 
In case \ve have a near collinearity problem, for example, say the i-tIl column of the 
\V matrix is almost an exact linear combination of other columns of the same matrix. 
The variables selection technique is useful and help to eliminate from the model snch 
a variable in order to improve the conditioning of the design matrix Hf7'~V. Hence, 
more reliable e,timates of the parameters of the model can be expected. 
Suppose in the model (2.1) that p<q variables are retained and the rest discarded. 
TV and j] can respectively be partitioned as fo11O\vs 
with IVan nxp matrix of observations in the retained variables, HT2 annx(q p) 
matrix of observations in the discarded variables. and are t he associated vectors 
of parameters. \Vc can rewrite (2.1) as belmv 
The least squares estimate for ,31 is given by 
Now 
cvVnVt}-lTVror1 -1- llT 2 3:J 
-1- (TVtH'1) IIV{n' 

















It can be shown that 3 1 is unbiased (llld lTa/'(3) Vor(3 1 ) is llollIwgative definite 
= O. If =F 0 then is preferred to f3 umler the criterion 
with respect to the carUcr notation, nnt: has 
where 
(1 TVl (lIVTTVd Hl{) X 
(1 HTl (lIvtllV1 ) TV;) (11'115\ + T 
(I vV1(vVtllVd-1TV[) (0"2 32 + c:) 
(I VI) (VV2 f3 2 + 
1TVT 
1 
taking expectation, one 





The total variallce of Tl is greater than that of the full model residuals T as one 
can see it from the following result 
At this 
tr(il'or(Tl)) tr(VoT(r)) a 2 (n p) a 2 (n q) 
a 2 (q - p) > 0 (6.8) 
the analysis will proceed as if the (q - p) discmded variables had 
not existed. that is any of the previolls diagnostic teclllliques can be applied to the 
model with p independent variables. Thus, following chapters 2 and 3, 
i = 1.2 ..... n (6.0) 
(6.10) 
are st<1tistics for testing for the sillgle <111<1 groups of ontlying observatiolls; they 











related measures of influence are given by 
(6.11) 
for the single case, and 
(6.12) 
for the multiple case. 
In practice, it is always assumed that critical points for the statistics (G.9), (6.10), 
(6.11) and (6.12) can be obtained from tables oftho central F distributions. However, 
if the assumption /32 = 0 is not true, then the distributions arc doubly noncentral 
A.K. GUPTA & V.R GIRK0(199G)). 
reader should also be advised that the technique of subset selection of vari-
should be applied with care, as this approach may result in removing some of 
t he important regression variables; it can also lead to a matrix (lVr~Vl) that is still 
ill-conditioned. In this last case, it is recommended to use ridge regression or the gen-
eralized inverse regression (Principle Components) which provide stable estimates. In 














The ridge regression estimate (RR) was first proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970). 
It is a biased estimation technique to be followed \vhen the matrix (vVT'{;V) appears 
to be ill-conditioned. Its procedure of adding a small positive constant k to 
the diagonal elements of ('{;VTVV) which we will aSSllme to be in correlation form. 
The ridge estimate !] is defined as the solution to 
that is 
\vhere 




k is an arbitrary constant chosell in snch n way that the estimator /3 becomes 





Z U1V1H' - I - kU (7.4) 
Properties 

















VaT (U1VT lV/3) 
UIVTHTVar C3) IVTIVU 
(J2UvVTIVU 
k > 0, ,3 is a biased estimator of /3 and the bias is given by 
kU,FJ 
Analyzing ridge residuals 
Let 
e X - lY/3 
be t he ridge residual. Then 
vVe have 
(1 H'UlyT ) X 
(I IVUIVT ) (lV3 + e) 
vV (I Z) (3 + (I - IVUn'T) e 
E (c) of 0 and 
V (IF (C) (1 l/VUIVl' - kn-UUTH'T) 
(I Q) 
Q lVUH,T + klVU[r1 n-T 

















It CCln be showll that: 
• Var (e) - v ([ r (C) is a non-negative definite matrix. In fact. following Goldberger 
(1964), if Ii is an nxn positive definite matrix and P is allnxm~ matrix \'lith 
nwk (P) = ni, then p T is positive definite and if A is non-negative definite 
and P any matrix. then pTAP is non-negative defillite. 
Consider 
v (l r (c) \l ar 
rank (\IV) q 
vVe need to show that 
(7.11) 
is positive definite. 
Let V be an orthogonal matrix such 
vVe have 
(7.12) 
which is n diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element given by 
1 
Ai k 
-------c;- 2: 0 
Therefore if k > 0 then the roots of are positive and B is positive definite . 
• Total 7'ariance (e) < Total 
Total variance (e) (I IV (TV T IVr 1 n!T)J 
(0 q) (7.13) 




suhstrncting (7.12) from (7.1:3) proV(~S the l'('snlt. 
Thns. it seC'IllS hardly necessary to HIW lyzc ridge l'esiduals ns long as c is a bim.,cd 
estilllator (mel lllore variable th"n the estimator (~. which has also the advnlltag(~ 
of h(\illg llllhias(\( 1. However, with H:Spcct to the g(,lH'l'Hlizccl lll(',\ll sqmm: (,!TOr, 











and crratic data point:-; are pre:-;cnt), ridge residuals are better estimates of e 
than the ordinary least square residuals. 
Definition 7.1 (Theobald(1974)) 
, A 
Let () 1 and ()'l be hvo e:-;timators of a vector parallleter (), and l(~t 
be the second order moment matrices. Moreover let 
vvhere B is a non-negative definite matrix. 'The Tn) i:-; called generalized mean 
square error. ()2 is said to he hetter estimate if the gellerali~ed mean square error of 
fh is less than the generali?;ed mean square error of 81 . 
Lemma 7.1 (Theobald(1974)) 
The following two conditions arc equivalent 
(a) iih - 1\12 is nOll-negative definite 
for all non-negative definite matrix B. 
Lemma 7.2 (Theobald(1974)) 
If 
Ahs E (lJ - /3) (i~ - ,3) T 
a 2VA- 1V T 
and 
JIliR E (3 -l3) (~_ B)r 
a'll/A (A + klr·2 VT h;2V (At· kI) 1 \lT3.3Tl/ (A + kI)-1 VT 
Then there exists a J( > 0 :-;llch that Ahs J\1F!R is positive definite whenever 
I) k K. 
Theorem 7.1 
There exi:-;ts a K > 0 such that the gencndi?;cd lllean square error of c i:-; less than 
the gcneraliwd mean :-;qnare of (; wlwnen'l' 0 k < K. 
Proof \Ve have 










X (/1 .3) 
and t he second order moment matrix of is given by 
1111 E - c) 
{X (Ii 3) Ci 3)1' Xl'} 
, T x AhsX 
similar ly 
e-e= 
and the second order moment of e is 
result follows from definition 7.1 and lemma 7.1 and 7.2. 
following statistic is suggested for whether theith data point is an 
outlier: 
1, .'" n (7.15) 
this technique, the influence of the ith ob:iervation can be measured by 
CiWi (VVT~V + k1) -1 (H!TvV + 1;:1) (H/TtV + 1;:1) -1 WTCi 
qsli) (1 PiJ2 
qS{i) (1 -17id 2 
1 ( ei ) 2 ( Vii ) (1 (jii) 
q 8(;) /1 - qii (1 Vi.J 1 I'ii 
1 ~2 ( Vii ) (1 qii) -ti 
q (1 -/1ii) 1 -(1ii 
Comparing (7.16) to (6.11) we notice the bias 
( 
1 qii) 
1 - Pi! 











For the lllultiple (7.16) can be gcneraliz:cd as follc}\vs 
L.:,.[ 




I T (I + T) 1 
let 
(Hl(~) VV(I) + k1) 1 
~V[U(I) rvT 
(I + T) (I + Tr1 T (I + T)-l 
(I+T)-l 







(I:V(~) H'(l) + kI) U(I) (iV(~) IV'(I) + k1) TF! (I -L T)-l l'VrU(I) 
(VVTVVI) UrI) (Tl?\V[) UrI) HI (I + T) 1 iV[U(l) 
1 wT (f -L T) 1 VV[U(J) + (lvTIV1) - ~VTT (I T)-lYV1U(I) 
1- vvT [(f -!- T)-l + I T (f + T)-l] HlIU(I) 




It fol!mvs that 
T T T. 1T urv, iV/ - U(I) iVI (f + T) H'/U(I) \ rI 

















VVj (H1TVV + kI) 1 HI 
1 It'jUWr 
1 vVJU(J) vV! (1 + T)-l from (7.24) 
1 - T(1 +Tr 1 
(1 + T)-l 
The residuals vector eI is given by 
X j vYIUvV!X 
XI vVIU (vV(~)X(J) + lViTxj ) 
(1 - WJUvY!) XI - WIU1V?;)X(J) 
(1 VI) (Xl vYlf3U») 
Now 
/3 UvVTX 




(Uu) Uu) IV! (1 + T) 1 lVIU(I») (Hl(~)X(i) + lV/XI) front (7.22) 
(IlVV/ (1 + T)-l VVju(I)vYTXI 
U(I)lVj [(1 + T) VVI~(1) [+ (I + T)l TXI] 
7\1) U(l) vvT (1 + T)-l (Xl IVI J3(1») 
+ Ull'/' (Xj - VVn\I)) 
+ UlVj (1 VI) -1 












Substituting (7.28) into (7.17) we obtain what follows 
(I - "\;, ) -1 1V1 (vl/F1V + k1) -1 lVT HT (lVTvV + k1) 1 vvT (I - VI) -1 Cl 
(7.29) 
A group of observations for which the above ::;tntistic is huge, gIven k, can be 
regarded as being an influential group. To test whet her this group IS an outlying 
group one can use the generalized studentized residuals 
l~ 
~ eI t [ = -'---'----:----
with m the number of observations in the group and 
(7.30) 
follows a non-central F distribution with m and (n q - Tn) degrees of freedom; 
the non-centrality parameter is a function of k and the unknown parameter (3. This 
statistic approaches the ordinary least squares statistic, that is a central F distribu-
tiOll. as k O. Small values of k are indicated because the central F distribution can 
be llsed as an approximation. 
Estimating the ridge constant k 
An interesting way of choosing the value of k is the use of the ridge trace. The 
ridge trace is formed by plotting ,3 against k, as k varies through the interval [0,1]. 
The value of k is then chosen at the point where the coefficients estimates stabilize. 
SOUle authors prefer values of k within the interval 10-4 < k < 1 (see for ]'vrar-
quarclt( 1970)). III the context of identification of ontliers and influential observations, 
it is recormllended that the analysis be perfOl'lIled for a llllluber of different values of 
k \yhereas a table or H graph should be prepared, showing the values of the statistics 
if and 3.. i (or t; and 2::./ depending on the case) for different vahws of k; this is a 
sort of ridge trace. that will focus attention to ob.;crvatiolls that Clre potential ontliers 
but ,,-here the outlyillg eft'ect has been masked by the collinearity. Unfort11l1atciy 










number of values of k (say k=O.01, k==O.05, k=O.1. k=0.2 and k:=O.3) and fOCllS 
a particular attention on those and D.; that dnunatically change with 
If deletion is of consideration, then good candiclcltes for ddetioll from the regression 













\Vhen the matrix TVrvVl is ill-conditioned, an altemative technique is the generalized 
inverse or principle components regression (.\Iarquarcl (1970)). 
Assume that Hr{VVl is in the form of a correlation matrix. Let V (VI, \I;, ... , Vq) 
be the matrix of orthonormal latent vectors of vV{vVI and furl her more let 
(8.1 ) 
with 
Suppose that the last (q - r) roots of vV'l'TV are assumed to be close enough to 
zero to indicate (q - T) near collinearity. Partition V and A as 
(
A or () ) 
·\z-r 
The principle component estimates of (3 are given by 
,Bpe = HrTx 
,,,here 
r 
VA -1 VT = """" 
1 r r L 
)=1 
A J 
is the generalized inverse of (VVtTVl)' Hcncc t he naming 
estimator. 




as the generalized 












Z = iiVV and 0 
Hnel if the columns of Z arc ordered so t ha t corresponds to the smallest root, 
thcn the estimator ill (8.3) can abo be obtained by deleting the principal components 
Zq-r' ... , Zq from the model (8.5), applying ordillary least squares to the retained 
components and making the necessary inverse linear transformations to obtain esti-
mates for (3. That if Z (Z1') Zq-r), 0 is partitioned conformably in 01 and ,the 
restricted model is 
(8.6) 
\Vhere 01 is now estimated by meallS of ordillary least squarcs technique, say t. 
The principle component estimator is then by 
Note: /3pc is identical to the restricted least square(RLS) estimator obtained by 
imposing (q - r) independent linear restrictions V/'rf3 = 0 on the full model. 
Following Judge et a1.(1980), since ,(Jpe can be regarded as a RLS estimator, one 
has 
(8.7) 
Therefore /3 pe is a biased estimator, unless is exactly zero. 
rr2 ( (TVTTV) -1 V:J-.r (l~/~r (TFTir) -1 V~-r) -1 'y,:r-r (vVTTV) -1) 
rr2 ( (TVTTV) -1 - C) (8.8) 
with 
(8.9) 
Toro-Vizcarrondo and vVallace (19G8) have showll that J pe is preferred to /3 under 
tlw generalized lllca 11 sqnare error criterion if awl oul:v if 
(V:! (3) 'J' 
------~------------~-------- ~ 1 











Given that C is positive semi-definite and the variance of the ordimu'Y least square 
estimate is 
Val' (13) 
it follows that the diagonal elements of Va,. (3pJ are equal to or less than the 
diagonal clements of VaT (3) . If the rcstrictions mcntioned a hove are true then 
will be unbiased and best. And if they are not true the Bpe will be biased but with 
smaller variance than (3. 
Having found ,3pe , the principal cOlllponents residuals c- are given by 
e X - vV 
(I - vV A-vVT ) X 
(I - vV AvVT) IV!3 + (I IVA-lIVT) e 10) 
Hence 
(1 VV n/T) (8.11) 
Suppose that the m observations suspected as outliers are grouped together and 
indexed by I. without lost of generality, let it be the first m positions. Let 
N 1 vVA-IVT 
1 Q 




follmying statistics can be used to test whet her the principal components 












for the single case, and for tlm lIlultiple case 
with 
\vhich is the estimate of 
suspected residuals deleted. 
(8.13) 
e (l qJ) lc-/(n-r q) 











USING STOCHASTIC PRIOR 
INFORMATIONS 
9.1 Introduction 
In the preceding section, we have underlined the dramatic effects that outliers and 
influential observations can have on the least squares estimates of the regression 
coefficients. However, there can be a considerable improvement in the estimation 
of (3 when stochastic prior information is available and hence, an improvement also 
in the residuals. 
:"Iodels with stochastic prior information are lllore realistic because in many prac-
tical situations, prior information on the regression parameters \vill not be exact; in 
other words. exact restrictions are inappropriate. The procedure of this technique 
consists in adding prior information to the data matrix as we will see it below. 
\Vhen testing for ontliers and influelltial observations in the presence of collinear-
ity, related teclmiqnes presented earlier in this work can also be characterized by 
stochastic prior information or combined with stochastic prior information in order 
to improve regression estimates. 
9.2 Stochastic prior information 
Let consider the gcncrallillear model (2.1). sa~r 










Assume that the prior information is givell by 
V,O + u = h (9.1) 
where h is an l - TOW vector of unknown COllstants. V is eUl lxC] design matrix, 
It is elll 1 - I'OW vector distributed as N (b , (T2 R); (T2 is unknowll but R is known 
(Belsey,Kuh and Welsch, 1980 ). 
Combining (2.1) and (9.1) one can write 
(9.2) 
or 
X* = W*rJ + c* (9.3) 
with 
and 
(~1~,) (6~A 6~R) 
(T2n (9.4) 
where 
If we let R = I and I) = 0, model (9.2) reduces to the ordinary least squares 
regression. in "vhat follows, we will assume that R -I- I and I) -I- O. 
From the above modeL the gcneralizedleast squares estimator for (3 is given by 
or agam 














It follows tha t 
E UJ*) 
and 
VOT (f-3*) = (J'2 A 
Unless fJ = 0, f3* is a biased estimator. However, /3* has smaller variance than the 





r* X* - vV* (J* 
(1 - W* AVV*T O~l) X* 
(1 - W* AVV*TO~l) (lY* f3 + c*) 
(1 - W* AVV*T O~l) c* 
(I-B)c* 
B = W* AW*T O~l and B is idempotent 
E (T*) ( ~ ) (I - B) () 
and 




is true, the first n elements of the generalized lcast squares residuals T* are better 
estimate of the unknown Ethan e is for E. 
Searching for outliers and influential observations 
Suppose that there arc m suspected outliers indexed by I. The search for out-
liers ill lllodels wit 11 stochastic prior illforllla tiOll is cOllducted on the basis of the 











Consider all)' subset 1'; of m dements from the first 11 elements of 
(Irn, 0) (I - B) e* (n.ll ) 
AI 1 Band N = (I - B) 0 (I B)T llIOAIT 
Like previollsly, partition K as 
where N m is the submatrix of N formed by the rows and columns indexed by 1. 
vVe have 
\ 
' I *) ') 7\ • IOTIT - (r1y . \ 1 - L m (n.12) 
and 
f'V X~, (v) 
1. ( V-I 
with v 2 (O,OT) (I - nf "; (9.13) 




T T , 
1'* 0- 11'* - r* TV -11'* 
1 1 ["rn] 
n -ll - q - Tn 
(9.15) 
is distributecl as a douhly noncentral F - 'l'oriable withm and n I - q m 
n"'~IH'" of freedom and noncentrality parameters given hy 
Given that outl,ving poillts positiour:; arc lIot known. it is convenient to compnte 











( n'l ( rrrl1
', ) ) . critical level F Ll , 
In testing whether a single observation is an outlier. we observe that for this special 
case Tn = 1. and (9.14) reduces to 
(9.16) 
with nii the ith diagonal element of N = A1Dl\{J' and 
(9.17) 
t; has a doubly nonccntral student t - distTib'utio71 
Here again, if the position i of the outlying observation is not known, attention 
should be focused on max It; I with upper bound for the critical point given by 
tn/n(n+l-q-l) 
The above is the upper aln critical value of the central t - distribution with 
(n + l - q - 1) degrees of freedom. 
Measure of influence 
An appropriate measure of influence would be the Cook's distance (Cook (1977)) 
for the multiple case, given by 
(9.18) 
where s(7)alld A-I are as defined earlier. 
For 1\ = I, the above expression reduces to the follmving form 
(9.19) 
where 
-1 ( T)-l Nm = I -XjAX1 (9.20) 




(p: - p*f A-I (3; - 3*) 
( T*)2 w11w]' ,/, Z " 
:2 *2 qnii .'3(i) 
(9.21) 













In this chapter, other plotting techniques based 011 residuals, the Biplot, some addi-
tional influence related measures, as well as the Informational Complexity Criteria 
for regression models are reviewed . 
10.1 Diagnostics based on residuals plots 
A variety of plots have been widely used in regression diagnostics for the analysis of 
residuals. Three types of plots can indicate inaccuracy in a proposed model, and some 
trends or influential points in data. The first type is a plot of some kind of residuals 
against t he index i; the second type is a plot of resid llals agClinst the independent 
variable ; the third type is a plot of residuals against the predicted value Xi. 




Fig.l: possible residuals' graph shapes 
For t he first and second type of plot, a bcUld pattcrn (bottom left) illdicates some 
('lTor in calculation or tlw abscllce of I/Jj ill thE' mo(kl: but a bclllcl patternlllclY also 











10.1.1 The Williams graph (William (1973)) 
This graph has the diagonal dements of the hat matrix 1';; on the :c-c1Xis and the 
Jackknife residuals li on the Tvm boundary lines are drawn, the first for 
high-leverages, I'ii = '21~ and the second for outliers, ti = to.9?) (n - m - 1), where 
(11 - rn - 1) is the quantile of the student distribution with (n m 1) 
degrees of freedom; nand mare sample size and the number of independent 





Fig.2 \Villiams graph: 0 stands for outlie'f's and L for leverage points. 
10.1.2 The Pregibon graph (Pregibon (1981)) 
Like the previous, this graph has the diagonal elementsl'ii on the x-axis; but on 
y-axis it has the square of the normalized residuals . Based on the validity of the 
expression E (1';; + e~J = rnl~l, the following two constraining lines are drawn 
(1) 
2 (m + 1) 






To distinguish among influential point.s, the follmving hvo rules are appliecl: 
(0) A point is strongly influential if it is located above the upper line: 
(b) A point is influential if it is located between the hvo lines. 
In both cases (a) and (b) the influential point can be either an outlier or a high-
leverage point. 












Note: The normalized residuals, also known as scaled residuak are defined as 
(10.1 ) 
It is absumed that these residuals are normally distributed quantities with 
zero lllean and variance equal to one. but in reality they have HOll-constant variance. 
\Vhen these residuals are used, it is strongly recolIlmended to apply t he classic rule of 
3(1, that is quantities of eN.i of magnitude greater than ±3(1 are classified as outliers; 
however. this approach is misleading at some extent anel may cause wrong decision 
to be taken regarding data. 
10.1.3 The McCulloch and Meeter graph (McCulloch and 
Meeter (1983)) 
This has In 
ized residuals III 
on the x-axis and the logarit hm of square of the standard-
on the y-axis. In figure 4 below, the solid line drawn rm)reSellts 
t he locus of points with identical infiuence, with slope -1 and intercept by 
~]n FO.9 (n Tn, m). In other words, the equation of the 90% confidence is given 
by 
y = ~X ~ III FO.9 (n ~ m. m) 
The boundary line for high-leverage poillts is defiued as 
[
22 
;:r = In to.95 (n ~ Tn 
n ~ Tn 








the .\JcCulloch and l'vJecter graph 
10.1.4 Gray's L-R graph (Gray (1983)) 
This graph hilS the diagonal dcmellts I'ii on tlH~ .r-axis and the squared Ilormaliz(~(l 










with the right angle in the origin of the two axe~ and the hypotenllse defined by the 
limiting equality 
'{' + e,;2 - 1 ii !V,i - (10.2) 
Contours of the same critical infiuence are plotted in the Gray's L-rr graph, and 
the locations of individual points are compared with them. It Illay be determined 




where k = n.(n - Tn -l)/(hn and c is a con~tallt usually equal to 2,4 or 8. Figure 






Fig 5. The Gray's L-R graph 
·····7 L 
0.5 I v" 
The digit in the triangle stand for the order index i of the response variable Xi. 
Points towards to the upper part of the triangle are outliers, while points towards the 
right angle of triangle are high-leverages. 
10.1.5 The predicted residuals graph 
The predicted residuals, also known a~ the cross-validated residuals are defined as 
(10.3) 
The graph of the predicted residuals has the predicted residuals on the x-axis 
and the ordinary residuals ei on the y-axis. High leverage points lie outside the line 
lJ = ::c and are located quite far from this line whereas the outliers are located on the 
SclIlle line but far [rom it~ celltral patteI'll as showll ill figure 6 belm\': 
o 
L 












A biplot is a graphical display of rows and colullllls of a rectangular (nxq) data 
matrix lV. where the rows are often individuals or other units like CcH3es, and 
the columns are variables. The biplot was introduced by Gabriel(1971) and is widely 
used and discussed by Grccnacrc and Underhill(1982), Greenacre(1984), and Gower 
and Hand (1996). 
In almost all applications, this analysis starts with performing some transforrna-
tiOIl 011 IV, depending on the nature of the data; to obtain a transformed matrix Z 
which is the one actually displayed. 
Assume that the transformed matrix Z has rC1l1k r (and not q). Then Z can be 
factorized as 
(10.4) 
where F is (rner) and G is (qxr). 
The rows of F and rows of G provide the coordinate:::; of 11 ,JV'U<'U for the rows and 
q points for the columns in an r-dimensional Euclidean space, called the fu,U space 
since it has as many dimensions as the rank of Z. The joint plot of the two sets of 
points can be referred to as the exact biplot in the full There are an infinite 
number of ways to choose F and G, and certain choices favor the display of the rows, 
others the display of the columns. However, for any particular choice the biplot ill 
r-dimensions has the property that the scalar product between the ith row point and 
the lh column point with respect to the origiu is equal to the (i. j)th element of 












are rows and vectors then 
(10.5) 
vVe are mainly interested in low dimensional biplot of Z, especially in two dimen-
sions. By means of appcndix A, these can be cOllvenielltly achievcd by using the 
singular value decomposition (SVD) of Z, namely 
Z = UDVT (10.6) 
where U and V arc matrices of left and right singular vectors, each with r-
orthonormal columns, and D is the diagonal matrix of positive singular valucs ill 
decreasing order of magnitude, that is 
The Eckart-Young theorem (Eckart and Young (1936)) states that if one calculates 
the (nxr*) matrix Z[r* I using the first r* singular values and corresponding singular 
vectors, then Z[r*l is the least squarcs rank r* approximation of Z. That is, over all 
possible matrices of rank r*, Z[r*l minimiL':cs the fit criterion 
liZ - Xl1
2 = L L (Zij - Xij)2 
j 
'where 11 ... 11 denotes the Frobenius matrix norm. It is this approximate matrix Z[r*l 
which is biplotted in the lower dimensional T* -spacc, called the reduced space. This 
biplot will be as accurate as is the approximation of Z[r*l to Z. The sums of squares 
of Z decomposes into two parts: 
where 
II Z[r*1112 
II Z - Z[r*1112 
?? ? 
di + d2 + ... + d;* and 
(10.7) 
The goodness-of-fit IS thus measured by the proportion of explained sums of 
sq1l<ues given by 
2') .) 
ell + (hi + ... + d~* 
2 12 }') d l + (2 + ... + ( r 











The special case r* = 2 is of interest in this work. In this case one has 
IIZ[2] 112 
liZ Z[2] 112 
and the goodlless-of-fit in this case is given by 
d~ 
The natural choice of F and G for the biplot in two dimensions is provided by the 




D (dOC dOC) G (i I- a 11-(1) 1'[2] = '1 lil, 2 li2 , [2] = (1 VI, G2 V2 
for some constant a. 
The common choices of a are 1 and 0, when the singular values are assigned 
entirely either to the left singular vectors of -C or the right singular vectors of V, 
respectively. with a 0.5 the square roots of the singular values are split equally 
between left and right singular vectors. Each choice, while exactly the 1:;ame 
matrix approximation, will highlight a different aspect of then data matrix. 
The term "principal coordinates" refers to the singular vectors scaled by the sin-
gular values, while "standard coordinates" are the unscaled sillgular vectors U and V 
(Greennaere( 1984)). 
The most common biplot is of an individual(case)-by-variables data matrix W 
which has been transformed by celltering with respect to column means to 
Z [zi,i] 
,i-1. .... .7 1. .... q (10.8) 
Next. compute the SVD of Z to obtain 











• Form Biplot: Q: 1 
G (10.9) 
The rows (cases) are the principal coordinates and the columns are in standard 
coordinates. This type of biplot favours the clitlplay of rows. 
• Covariance Biplot: Q: 0 
G (10.10) 
The rows are in stalldard coordinat(~tl and the col umllS are the principal eoordi-
nates. 
• Equal weigths Biplot: n = 0.5 
F 
G (10.11) 
Neither rows or columns are favoured. This biplot is often preferred when dealing 
with the correlation matrix as in factor analysis. 
In what follows, of great interest will be the first and seconcl type of biplot. The 
fiftlt will provide us with an optimal approximation of the form matrix Z ZT by the 
corresponding form matrix of F; and second, an optimal approximation of 
the covariance matrix S ZZTj (n - 1) by the corresponding matrix GGT j 1). 
Since the FOR\I biplot favours the display of the rows, tll(~ FORl\I biplot is used 
to identify outliers and influential observations. This call conveniently be done by 
mean of the SVD of the 'vV matrix for influential observations and the SVD of the 
composite lllatrix (X,lV) for outliers. A scatter plot with H confidence ellipse will 
immediately identify ontlying and influential observations. The Biplot works very 
well to overcome the" masking" awlj or :' swalllping·; effects mentioned earlier in thitl 










10.3 Other Influence related measures 
10.3.1 Hadi's influence measure (Hadi (1994)) 
This influence mea::-;ure is ba::-;ecl 011 the fact that potentially influential observations 
are outliers in the dependent or iudependent space. It is by t he expression 
----') 
m e-
1 - Vii 1 
p .. + 11 
1 I'ii 
(10.12) 
where e~,i is the ith normalized residuaL Large values of Hf indicate influential 
points. Racli (1992) provides extensions of H,2 for the multiple case, namely Hi; 
influential subsets indexed by the set I can be identified by means of the J [-class 
that the above author defiues as follows 
(10.13) 
where 9 (71" q, is a function that is independent of the elements of the subset 
whose influence we wish to monitor, f (..4) is a norm of the kernel matrix ..4, and 
K[(u,l',w,a,b,c) (Im V[)-Uvt(Im-QI)-vQ~(Irn-VI-QI)-W(VJ QJr 
(10.14) 
is the kernel of the .h which depeIlds on parametersu,l', w, a, band c 
and on the following matrices: 1m , the identity matrix of order m; VI as defined in 
Q ( T.)-lT the notation section and. [ c[ c[ e[ eJ • 
For 9 (fI, q, m) ;;" (lL, v, 111, a, b, c) = (1, L 0, 0,1, 0) and 
Hadi's overall influence measure is given by 
r~tr (W'J (~V?;)\'lT(I)) I ~VT) 
(10.15) 
Note: Depencling on the values given to the components of the above expression 










10.3.2 The Atkinson influence measure (Atkinson (1985)) 
This llleasure. kllOWll as the modified version of Cook's distance, enhallces the 
tivity of dist anee measures to high-leverage points. It is defined as 
A I I. I In - rnl '" ti V x . Tn 1-1' 
Il. 
(10.16) 
\vhere Itil is absolute value of the jackknife residuals. This measure is eon-
veniellt for graphical interpretation and Atkinson (1985) recommends that absolnte 
values of be plotted in any of the ways customary for residuals. 
The Atkinson influence measure is similar to the Belsey D F FIT 8 i measure which 
is given by the eX1DrE~SSlOll 
1' .. 
DFFIT8i =lt i x II (10.17) 
1 - 71;i 
The ith point is considered to be significantly influential if D F F IT 8 i is III 
absolute value than 2 
10.4 Informational Complexity Criteria for regres-
• Slon 
The Information Complexity Criteria (ICo.)"IP), developed by Bozdogan (1994), is a 
ne\v approach for influential observations ill linear models. It of 
two stages: in the first, Bozdogan's ICO::vIP criterion is used as the fitness function 
for variables' selection and in the second, it is used with case-deletion on the selected 
set of variables to influential cases. III what follows, we focus our attention on 
detecting influential observations using the ICOMP. 
Consider the usual multiple regression model 
x = lVp + c 
as described in chapter 2. \Vithout loss of generality, let aSSllme that we have a 
ginm finite m11n1>er of nested models of the form 
the dimCllsioll of 71lk as a lllodel is equal to (h; + 2). The IC0::" IP, as a lllodel 










number of free parameters directly, as it is the case for the AIC amI BIC criterion 
AlC = -21n (Li\f) + 2rl. (10.18) 
B I C = - 21n (L ;If ) + d In (n ) (10.19) 
\v here L M is t he maximized likelihood. 
The ICO:\IP criterion is defined by 
ICOJ1:1P -21nL (0) + 2C (2::: mOdel) (10.20) 
where L is the likelihood fUllction, e is an estimator of the unknown parameter (), 
C represents a complexity measure and 2:::' mud eI represents t estimated covariance 
matrix of the parameter vector estimated by the model. Originally Van Emden (1971) 
defined the covariance complexity as 
1 A 
Co (2:::) =:2 LIn (10.21) 
j=l 
where k is the dimension of 2:::, and the are the diagonal elements of 
The reader should notice that Co (2:::) = 0 when 2::: is a diagonal matrix. Based on 
the fact that Co (2:::) is not invariant under orthonormal transformations, Bmdogan 
(1990) introduces 
max Co (~) 
T L... 
k 1 tT' (2:::) 11 
Il 1 - 11 
2 h~ 2 
I, ( 10.22) 
as a penalty functional, where T is the set of all orthonormal transformations. 
Van Emden (1971) and Bozdogan (1990) show that C 1 is invariant with respect to 
scalar multiplication and orthonormal transformation. 
Formulation of ICOMP 
In the context of multiple regression models \vith identical and independently 
distributed errors. the cornplcxity of the model mk is defined as 
where (/3, E:) is the vector of estimated parameters and residuals under Tnk. Fol-
lowing Bozdogan (1990), given that the maximum likelihood or the least squares 












The same author defines the complexity of (JI,; as 
(10.24) 
Under the assumption that the random errors have a 2 In as their covariance matrix, 
the complexity of i:1,; is given by 
Expression (10.15) becomes 
C1 (a 2 In-q) 
C1 (In-q) 
o 
C1 (I= ~k) 
C1 ((vV[ vVk f 1 ) 
and the ICO?--.IP for the multiple regression model can be written as 
It can be shown that this expression is equivalent to 
() (
RSSk) nln 21T + nln -- + 17 
n 




j +q In q - In [det (lV[vVk ) ] 




Another approach to the formulation of the ICO.\IP considers the complexity of 
. (A A2) . A') HC;C; A A2 . the vector of estimated parameters (lb ak wIth a k = ~. (3k and a k are mdepen-
dent and their covariance matrix is given by 
(10.28) 
Q is asymptotically equivalent, as 17 ~ 00, to the Inverse-Fisher Information 
.\Iatrix (IFE'.I) given by 
o ) 
2a 1 / n 
(10.29) 
Hencc, wc call llse C) or F- 1 to define the complexity of the \Oector (/Jk , iT~), 













-21n (LA!) + 2C1 (f- 1 ) 
[flSSk] nln (27f) + n In -,-) - + n 
( ~ [tl' (lV!TVk ) -1 + 2aUn] + q + 1) In 
q+1 
(( T . )-1) (2ak) -In clet VVA: 11Tk - In -----;;- (10.30) 
-21n (LA!) + 2C1 ((2) 
nln (27f) + nln [R~Sk] + 71, 
+ (q + 1) In ~ T! 
[
tT (TVITVk) -1 + 2a~ (n-;q)] 
q+1 
-lndet ((vV!VVkr 1) - In (2a~ (n~ q) ) 
(10.31) 
ICOMP as an influence measure 
The approach of detecting infiuential observations llsing ICO~IP takes into account 
bot h lack-of-fit ancl model complexity in one criterion fUllction. As in the previous 
cases, an observation is said to be infiuential, if deleting it from the sample causes 
the ICO\IP score to fall, that is if 
(10.32) 
where lC01U Pjl1l1-data (rnd is the UvICOJ\IP for the subset rnk when the full 
data set is used, and lCO.N! P(i) (rnk) is the ICO\IP for the saIlle suh:iet rnA: when 














In this chapter we present some case studies llsing 4 different data sets that we shortly 
describe below. As we mentioned it ) we will combine different techniques 
to identify outliers and influential observations (if any) in f:ach of the data sets. 
In particular graphing techniques will be nsecl when deletion of observations is not 
convenient. The complete data sets arc displayed in appendix D. 
Data set 1: The Sim14 data set 
This data set of 40 observations and 5 independent variables was generated by 
Jacobs, 1\1.(1982) as described below. 
The first independent variable ~Vl is a trend variable, namely VVi = i fori = 
1, ... , T1. The variables VV2 ) 1:V3 and lV1 are iudependently normally distributed, with 
TV2 I'V N(5, 1) and TV3, lV4 I'V N(lO, 1). An approximate linear relationship between 
the independent variables was introduced by makiug HT::; 
e rv N(O, 0.1 2 ). The dependent variable was generated <18 
x = 100 2VV1 + lOlV2 lOVVs + lOTV1 +. 10lV5 + e* 
where 'V N(O, 25) 
The following extreme cases were introduced into the data set: in observation L 
the variable lV2 was given a value of 10 (Hf2 is llsually centered on 5); in observations 
2 and 3. lV3 and ~Yl were centred on 15 instead of 10, and correspondillg adjustments 
were made in the values of HTfi awl X. III <ldclitioll a possible outlier \\'as introduced 
by substractillg 10 frolll the X value of observation 2 only. Fillally, observatioll 4 is 
lllade to be a straightforward outlier by addillg 20 to its X \'ClIne. 
Data set 2: Bllilding Society Staff I1C([nirelllcllts (I3ld.soc) 
The of this dat a sct is 48 cases x D \'min hIes: 










• WI =Banking hall transactions (in thousands) 
• vV2=Number of saving cheques drawn (in thousands) 
• W3=Investor transactions (in thousands) 
• W4 =Loans transactions (in thousands) 
• W5 =Insurance transactions (in thousands) 
• W6=Loans information transactions (in thousands) 
• W7=Name and address capture (in thousands) 
• vV8=Other general information capture (in thousands) 
X is the dependent variable and all the remaining are independent variables. 
Data set 3: The JSEANG data set 
This is made of data that allow to model the Johalmesburg Stock Exchange as a 
function of different indices, the following are the variables, 
• X =Jse 
• W1 = ang 
• vV2=dmark$ 
• W3=gold_r 
• W4 -jelec 
• W5 - jfood 
• vV6 -jinsr 
• vV7 = jplat 
• vV8=yen_ $ 
Data set 4: The ANGJSE data set 
The data set is the same as above except that WI becomes the dependent variable 
and X an independent variable. 
The numerical results for each case study were found using R-codes (appendix 
E). For quality reasons, most graphs in this section were plotted in Eviews. 
From the graph displayed below (see Jarnbu (1991)) , observations 1, 2 and 3 
may be suspected as being outliers , since they lie far outside the 95% confidence 











these observations are in fact outliers, both individually and as a group. The results 
are presented in tables showing values of some statistics computed in this work, as 
well as the changes in some regression parameters owing to the deletion of different 






















Projection of the cases on the 
factor-plane (1 x 2) 
with a 95% confidence ellipse (SIML4) 
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fig. 7: Projection of cases on the factor plane with a 95% confidence ellipse. 
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TABLE 1: SIML4 OUTPUT 
1 ~6 "iii' 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 
i sdz stz F.i.del vii icomp icomp.i.del delta.icomp F-test 
1 1 -0.38 -0.37 0.14 0.46 279.76 200.84 78.92 
2 2 -2.03 -2.13 4.54 0.41 279.76 195.91 83.85 • 
1--'--
3 3 2.37 2.56 6.5 0.4 279.76 193.84 85.92 • 
4 4 3.24 3.84 14.57 0.26 279.76 186.24 93.52 • 
5 5 0.21 0.2 0.04 0.14 279.76 200.94 78.82 
6 6 -0.51 -0.51 0.25 0.24 279.76 200.7 79.06 - 7 7 -0.01 -0.01 0 0.13 279.76 201.02 78.74 
8 8 0.27 0.26 0.07 0.21 279.76 200.91 78.85 
9 9 -1.47 -1.49 2.24 0.08 279.76 198.39 81 .37 
10 10 -0.72 -0.72 0.51 0.14 279.76 200.39 79.37 
11 11 -0.61 -0.6 0.37 0.06 279.76 200.57 79.19 
12 12 -0.26 -0.26 0.07 0.06 279.76 200.93 78 .83 
13 13 1.15 1.16 1.34 0.06 279.76 199.43 80.33 
14 14 -0.39 -0.39 0.15 0.09 279.76 200.86 78.9 
15 15 0.06 0.06 0 0.05 279.76 201.03 78.73 
16 16 -0.84 -0.83 0.7 0.08 279.76 200.18 79.58 
17 17 -0.79 -0.79 0.62 0.18 279.76 200.28 79.48 
18 18 -0.41 -0.4 0.16 0.09 279.76 200.83 78 .93 
19 19 -0.66 -0.65 0.43 0.19 279.76 200.53 79.23 
20 20 -1.05 -1 .05 1.11 0.1 279.76 199.71 80.05 
21 21 0.14 0.13 0.02 0.08 279.76 201.01 78.75 
22 22 1.08 1.09 1.17 0.06 279.76 199.63 80.13 
23 23 0.34 0.34 0.11 0.25 279.76 200.9 78.86 
24 24 -0.18 -0.18 0.03 0.23 279.76 201 .02 78.74 
25 25 0.14 0.13 0.02 0.1 279.76 201.05 78.71 
26 26 -0.31 -0.31 0.09 0.1 279.76 200.94 78.82 
27 27 -0.29 -0.29 0.08 0.13 279.76 200.96 78.8 
28 28 0.29 0.28 0.08 0.07 279.76 200.97 78.79 
29 29 0.61 0.6 0.37 0.08 279.76 200.65 79.11 
~ -
30 30 1.83 1.9 3 .6 0.1 279.76 196.92 82.84 
31 31 0.93 0.93 0.86 0.07 279.76 200.06 79.7 
32 32 0.83 0.82 0.68 0.09 279.76 200.27 79.49 
33 33 0.67 0.66 0.44 0.14 279.76 200.58 79.18 
34 34 -2.36 -2.54 6.43 · 0.16 279.76 193.96 85.8 • 
, 35 35 -0.91 -0.91 0.82 0.09 279.76 200.11 79.65 
36 36 -0.46 -0.46 0.21 0.2 279.76 200.86 78.9 ' 
37 37 0.2 0.2 0.04 0.11 279.76 201 .08 78.68 
38 38 0.63 0.63 0.39 0.18 279.76 200.67 79.09 
f- f-- --
39 39 -0.73 -0.73 0.53 0.15 279.76 200.49 79.27 -40 40 0.48 0.47 0.23 0.15 279.76 200.87 78.89 











TABLE 2:CHANGES IN SOME REGRESSION PARAMETERS 
(SIlVIL4) 
FULL MODEL (1,2) DEL (1,3) DEL (2,3) DEL (1,2,3) DEL 
Intercept 113.473 104.883 122.714 117.291 116.47 
b1 2.039 1.959 2.096 2.046 2.044 
b2 9.934 9.732 10.016 9.675 9.831 
b3 22.881 22.697 23.98 24.142 23.768 
b4 24.032 24.809 25.738 26.131 25.829 
b5 -4.077 -3.805 -6.019 -5.888 -5.544 
R-squared 0.9893 0.9895 0.9886 0.9871 0.9871 
F-statistic 626.2 604.5 553.4 490.4 474.7 
DF 5 and 34 5 and 32 5 and 32 5 and 32 5 and 31 
p-value < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 
Connnents (SINIL4 OUTPUT) 
I 
Table 1 indicates that of the 3 observations suspected as outliers, the test statistic 
failed for case 1 and was only significant for cases 2 and 3 for 0: = 5%. However, case 
1 seems to be a high leverage point with the largest hat value of 0.46. Observation 
4 should be given a sllstained attention as ,vell as a careful study, since it lies near 
the 95% confidence ellipse and its deletion leads the highest change in the ICOMP 
(delta.icomp=9~j.52); In fact, frolll the simulation of this data set, observation 4 was 
constructed to be a straightforward outlier. For case 34, there is not enough evidence 
that it is either an outlier or influential observation. Deletion of different combi-
nations of the suspected observations does not considerably change most regression 
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TABLE 3: BLD.SOC OUTPUT 
i F .i.del vii 
1 1 .51 0.6 
2 28.51 0.43 
3 0.18 0.33 
4 1.02 0.37 390.24 
5 0.24 0.04 390.24 1 
6 o 17 0.2 390.24 123.84 
7 0.1 390.24 123.73 
8 0.06 390.24 266.53 123.71 
0.05 390.24 266.43 123.81 
--
o 2 390.24 259.68 130.5 
0.12 390.24 266.51 123.73 
0.15 390.24 266.51 123.73 
0.14 390.24 263 97 126.27 
14 0.1 390.24 264.29 
15 0.24 0.05 390.24 266.26 
16 0.04 0.08 390.24 266.56 
17 0 0.18 390.24 266.56 
18 0.34 0.05 390.24 266.15 ..................... _-
19 0.02 0.05 390.24 266.53 
20 0.57 0.06 390.24 265.84 
21 0.02 0.06 390.24 266.54 
22 0.01 0.05 390.24 266.53 12 
23 0.24 0.71 390.24 266.53 123.71 
24 0.02 0.03 390.24 266.53 123 71 
25 0.81 0.16 390.24 265.62 124.62 
26 0.13 0.1 390.24 266.41 123.83 
27 4.68 0.24 390.24 261.03 129.21 * 
28 0.33 0.14 390.24 266.1 124.06 
29 4.14 0.14 390.24 261.62 128.62 * 
.... j ....... 
0.72 30 0.14 265.71 124.53 
31 0.62 0.36 265.84 124.4 
32 0.59 0.88 265 85 124. 
33 2.29 0.23 263.79 
34 0.24 266.26 
35 0.04 
36 0.14 
37 0 0.07 
38 1.92 0.26 
39 0.94 0.12 
40 0.03 0.42 266.51 
41 0.25 266.24 
42 0 0.06 390.24 266.55 
43 0.72 o 19 265.65 
44 0.3 264.71 
45 0.06 265.12 125.12 
46 0.21 265.62 124.62 
47 0.1 266.3 123 94 
48 0.13 264.76 125.48 











TABLE 4: CHANGES IN SOME REGRESSION PARAMETERS 
(BLD.SOC) 




C 0 e ffi c i en t s : 
Estimate Std. Error t va lu c 
Intercept 3.203 I 3.2386 0.989 
WI 0.5435 0.172 I 3.158 
W2 -5.2677 2.2554 -2.336 
W3 0.8 I 75 4.9872 0.164 
W4 .5285 4.1293 -0.752 
W5 3.2608 4.3362 
W6 -4.5805 2.896 
W7 -0.1839 0.8848 
W8 4.1591 0.6533 
Signif. Codes: 0 ,***, 0.001 ,**, 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 13.02 on 39 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.98, Adjusted R-sqnared: 0.9759 



















4.2 Cases 2 and 10 deleted 
Residuals. 
Min IQ M ed ian 3Q 
-19.9 ~ I I 5.1025 0.6385 5.3933 
Coefficients: 
E stim ate Std. Error t value 
Intercept 3.5538 2.2704 1.565 
WI 0.5~66 0.125 I 4.69 
W2 1.4 174 1.8058 -0.785 
W3 8.9323 3.7136 2.4 0 5 
W4 17.344~ 3.0272 5.73 
W5 -3.1442 3.0358 -I .036 
W6 -5.8432 2.0377 -2.868 
W7 0.787 0.6406 1.229 
W8 2.7472 0.506 5.429 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 9.116 on 37 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.9887, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9862 























4.3 Cases 2 and 27 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min lQ M ed ian 3Q 
-23.331 -4.7809 0.6227 4.7353 
C 0 effie ic n t s: 
Estimate S td. E rro r t va lu e 
Intercept 3.8247 2.3725 1 612 
WI 0.5956 0.1338 4.4 5 2 
W2 -1 .20 19 1.8739 -0.641 
W3 6.784 3.8829 = 
1.747 
W4 13.6439 3.2769 4.164 
W5 -0.7982 3.3206 -0.24 
W6 0.0609 0.6741 0.09 
W7 2.9065 0.5195 5.595 
W8 2.7472 0.506 5.429 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 9.471 on 37 degrees of freedom 
::\Iultiple R-squared: 0.9876, Adjusted R-sqllared: 0.9849 























4.4 Cases 2 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min IQ M ed ian 3Q 
22.2505 3.8764 0.4568 5.5888 
C 0 C ffi c i e n t s : 
Estimate S td. E rro r t valuc 
Intercept 3.4758 2.3258 I .4 94 
WI 0.4074 0.1288 3.163 
W2 ~.407R 1.8203 0.224 
W3 6.589 I 3.8338 I .719 
W4 16.9055 3.0859 5.4 7 8 
W5 5.150 I 3.226 1.596 
W6 5.0329 2.0888 2.4 0 9 
W7 0.4466 0.6437 0.694 
W8 3.2864 0.5246 6.265 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 9.341 on 37 degrees of freedom 
}Iultiple R-squared: 0.9881 Adjusted R-squarecl: 0.9856 























L1.5 Cases 10 and 27 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min IQ M e d ia n 3Q 
17.941 -6.445 - 1 .3 6.273 
Coefficients: 
Estimate Std. Error t va lu c 
Intercept 4.4036 2.912 J 1 .5 I 2 
WI 0.7757 0,168 4.618 
W2 -6.7617 2.0565 3.288 
W3 1.0779 4.5056 0.239 
W4 0.6279 3.9249 2.708 
W5 -0.396 4.0691 -0.097 
W6 -4.8743 2.5916 -1.881 
W7 0.1855 0.8289 0.224 
W8 3.6378 0.6022 6.041 
Signif. Codes: 0 ,***, 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 11.61 on 37 degrees of freedom 
MUltiple R-squared: 0.9847, Adjusted R-squarcd: 0.9813 























4.6 Cases 10 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q 
-18.2274 -6.7554 0.97 14 5.1224 
C 0 e Hi c i e n t s : 
Estimate Std. E rro r t va lu e 
Intercept 3.8723 2.9375 1 .3 I 8 
WI 0.5508 0.1679 3.28 
W2 -5.8999 2.0717 -2.848 
W3 0.8368 4.595 0.182 
W4 14.383 I 3.8375 3.748 
W5 -5.535 4.068 - 1 361 
W6 -4.6843 2.636 - 1.777 
W7 4.1 168 0.6226 6.612 
W8 4.8 168 0.2662 6.102 
Signif. Codes: 0 ,***, OJ)Ol '**' 0.05 '.' D.1 ) , 1 
Residual standard error: 11.78 on 37 degrees of freedom 
NIultiple R-squared: 0.9844, Adjusted R-squared: 0.981 























4.7 Cases 27 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min IQ !vi edian 3Q 
25.93 7.384 - 1 . I 37 5.98 
Coefficients: 
E stim ate Std. Error t va lu e 
Intereept 4.1472 3.038 1.365 
WI 0.5712 0.1798 3 177 
W2 -5.6378 2.1245 -2.654 
W3 -1.3357 4.708 -0.284 
W4 10.1875 4.1085 2.48 
W5 -4.0345 2.7046 1 .492 
W6 -4.6843 1 .363 -2.013 
W7 0.5353 0.8488 -0.631 
W8 4.2498 0.634 6.703 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' O.OeH '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 12.12 on 37 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.9833, Adjusted R-squarcd: 0.9796 























4.8 Cases 2, 10 and 27 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min lQ M e d ia n 3Q 
16.737 3.6] 5 -1.109 4.546 
Co c ffic ie n t s: 
Estimate Std. Error t va lu e 
Intercept 4.1817 2.147 1.948 
WI 0.6897 0.1248 5.528 
W2 -2.1441 1 .7212 -] .246 
W3 7.7]53 3.52] 9 2.] 9 ] 
W4 15.0296 2.9957 5.0 I 7 
W5 -0.8505 3.0007 -0.283 
W6 -5.6306 1. 915 ] -2.94 
W7 0.4166 0.6202 0.672 
W8 2.6557 0.4766 5.573 
Signif. Codes: 0 ,***, O'(lOl '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 8.559 on 36 degrees of freedom 
.\:I1l1tiple R-squared: 0.9901, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9879 






















4.D Cases 2, 10 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min IQ M cd ia n 3Q 
16.6492 -4.7799 0.244 I 5.340 I 
Coefficients: 
Estimate Std. Error t va lu c 
Intercept 3.7968 2. 12 I 6 1.79 
i WI 0.5005 0.1216 4. I J 7 
W2 -1.3042 J .6862 -0.773 
W3 7.56 I 3 3.5083 2. 155 
W4 18.2079 2.846 I 6.397 
W5 - 5. I 23 1 2,9388 -1.743 
W6 -5.4547 1.9083 -2,858 
W7 0.7897 0.5979 1.321 
W8 3.0334 0.4856 6.247 
Signif. Codes: a ,***, 0.001 '**' 0.cJ5 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 8.51 on 36 degrees of freedom 
:Multiple R-squared: 0.D904, Adjusted R-squarecl: 0.9883 























4.10 Cases 2, 27 and 29 deleted 
Residuals' 
Min lQ M ed ian 3Q Max 
22.5096 -3.8766 0.7951 5.5228 18.8526 
Co effie ie n t s: 
E stirn ate d. Error t va III e P r(> It I) 
Intercept I 3.9603 2.262X 1. 7 5 0.OX862. 
WI 0.5034 0.1344 3.745 0.00063*** 
W2 1.0 155 1 .?XX 7 -0.568 0.57374 
W3 5.7526 3.7324 1 .541 0.132 
W4 14.8532 3.1736 4tH 3.98e-05*** 
W5 -2.9808 3.322 -0.897 0.37553 
W6 -4.904 2.0204 2.427 
W7 0.1349 0.6436 0.21 
W8 3.1749 0.5105 6.219 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 9.03 on 36 degrees of freedom 
1\Iultiple R-squared: 0.989, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9865 














4.11 Cases 10, 27 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Coefficients: 
Estimate SId. Error ! t va lu e 
Intercept 4.52491 2.83606 I .595 
WI 0.67876 0 172 77 3.929 
W2 -6.48971 2.00828 - 3.23 1 
W3 0.08054 4.42376 0.018 
W4 1 1 84441 3.88445 3.049 
W5 -2.5955 4.15793 -0.624 
W6 -4.558 2.52967 - 1 .802 
W7 -0.11698 0.80795 -0. 145 
W8 3.90588 0.60613 6.444 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 11.3 on ~)6 degrees of freedom 
l\Iultiple R-squared: 0.9858, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9827 





















4.12 Cases 2, 10, 27 and 29 deleted 
Residuals: 
Min IQ M ed ian 3Q 
-15.865022 -3.739099 -0.004101 4.881405 
Co effie ie n t5: 
Estimate Std. Error t value 
Intercept 4.2973 2.0339 2. I 13 
WI 0.6 0.1246 4.8 I 6 
W2 -1.9378 I .6325 - I .1 87 
W3 6.7155 3.3643 1.996 
W4 16.1 198 2.8774 5.602 
W5 -2.8993 2.9818 -0.972 
W6 -5.3275 1.8185 -2.93 
W7 0.4743 0.5879 0.807 
W8 2.9161 0.4657 6.262 
Signif. Codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' , 1 
Residual standard error: 8.105 on 35 degTees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.9914, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9894 
F-statistic: 501.7 on 8 and 35 DF, p-value: <2.2e-16 













For this data set the outcomes of the graphical display and the non-parametric 
tests introduced on pages 21 and 26 are completely different. Observation 1 has it 
high hat value of 0.6, and call be regarded as a high leverage point since it lies far 
outside the fJ5% confidence ellipse. However, case 1 was not identified as an outlier 
by the non-parametric test statistics. Like in the previous case, there is not enough 
evidence that observations 38 and 40 are either outliers or infiuential observations 
(see the results of table 3 above). The individual test statistics for cases 2, 10, 
27 ancl 29 were significant (\t 0' = anel the deletion of these observations leads in 
respective order the following 4 highest changes in the ICOMP: 150.07, 130.56, 129.21 
and 128.62 rcspecti,"dy. In the saIIle order. they also have the lmgcst studcntized 
n'siclnals (st.z) in absolute valne. To find oat \\"hethel' these observations CCIll form 
some out lyi Ilg gronps, we look at t he changes of SOUle )'('gression panuuetprs rcsnltillg 
frolll the dektioll of cliff(~rpllt combinations of ObS(,1"V11 t iOllS 10. 27 aud 2D. III nil 11 






















Graphs of Least Squares and Principal Component Squared 
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Graphs of Least Squares and Principal Component Squared 
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Graphs of Least Squares and Principal Component Squared 
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Graphs of Least Squares and Principal Component Squared 
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Comments (ANGJSE AND JSEANG) 
The allalysis used for these two data sets ,vas purely graphical. It aims to show how 
the prillcipal component analysis dowmvcights the effect of outliers on the regression 
parameters. In the color graphs" Graphs of Least Squares and Principal Component 
Squared Residuals of JSE fit on ANGLOS (respectively of ANGLOS fit on JSE)" , the 
ordinary least squares squared residuals (blue), amI the prillcipal component squared 
residuals (reel) were plotted, both on a crossillg dual scale and a non-crossing dual 













Outliers and/or influent.ial observat.ions arise in different context.s in general linear re-
gression models. vVhether they are harmful or not, the iuvestigator needs to identify 
them. In the first casc, they might be deleted from the data set or simply down-
weighted using the principal component analysis if deletion is not convenient. In the 
second case, they should be given a sustained attention because they might be, m 
this case, the most important observations. 
In this work, graphical and numerical methods were used for the identification 
of outliers and/or influential observations. Since the deletion of observations is not 
convenient for time series, only graphical methods \vere ased for the ANG.JSE and 
JSEANG data sets. For the other two data we jointly analyzed the standardized 
and studentized residuals, the test statistics based on the mean shift outlier model, 
the hat values, the change in the IC01\IP due to the deletion of the suspected cases, 
and the graphical display of the projection of observations 011 the factor-plane with a 













results of this important appendix are obtained by applying the Sherman, 
;"[orrisoll and ~Wo()dbury theorem [Rao( as shown ill appendix A.2: 







A = Tc~r'1'vV, anrill Z = wT, 
one has 




TTTTTTT) -1 (TTTT fTT )--1 vV ~'.,- = vV V / (i) 
l-Uii 
:vliller(1964) shows from the above that 
;3 -
(TcVTIV) 1 WiCi 
Hence, the deletion formulae l1leIlt ioned earlier call be derived: 
Since 
(n q - 1) 
Using (11.1) leads 




And because F annihilate t he vector of residuals, this C'xpression rednces to 
(n q 1) (n q) 
(1 - l'ii):2 
A2 











provided that their inverses exist, the Sherman, ~Iorrisoll and \Vooclbury theorem is 
A3 
Proof 
(lE,t II,TiT Ul J •. L H (i) n (i) 
Consider first det (I - 11.zT ) , where and z are as in AI. Let Q be the orthonormal 
matrix such that Qu 1111 I )11, where Al is the first standard basis vector, then 
Now, 
Let u wT and 
det (I - 11.zT ) = det Q [I _ qT 
det[1 1111.11 AIZTqT] 
1 ZT qT)11 1111.11 
1 zTqTqu 














IL'i C , 
(HTTTV) ~1 TVI' X (llV~~; lV(iJ) -1 TY(~)X(;) 
(H'1'TV) -1 TVTX (Til/TH' WiWT) I' (TVI' X Wi::Ci) 
(HTTTV) -1 TVTX ( (TVTlV) ~1 + 1 ~ 1';; (TVTlV) 1 
H' X -W;Xi ( T ) 
(lVTIV) ~l Wi:ri _1_ (TVI'll') -1 IIJiwT (HTTTV) 1 HTT X 
1 Vii 
+ 1 (HTTl1!)-1 
1 - 1';; 
B2 Sum of squares of residuals RSS : 
Proof 
.) 
ci RS S - --'----
1 - 1'ii 
In the mean shift outlier model, one has 
(HrTlV) -1) * 
\\'hen~ d> is all ll-vector with 1 in the ith position and 0 elsewhere. Omitting the 
it 11 case is t he same as fitting this mean shift out lier modd. as \YC lIlent ioned mrlier 
















T;V = "YV (HfTIV) 1 UJiei 
1- I'ii 
cfwT (nrT~vr 1 Wi 














Let JI be the following qxq nonsingular matrix 
(
a a) 11,1 a Jh 
where a is (q l)xl and All is (q - l)x(q - 1) 
If All is l1ol1singular, then the deterrninant of At can be expressed as 
clet (A1) = det (AIl) det (1 aT JI11a) 
a clet ( AIl laTa) 
Proof 
P1'emultiplying Af by the nonsingula1' matrix Aft, \v11c1'e 
( 




The reader should note that 




clct (Af; AI) 
Finally 
det (i\f) 
clet (11ft) clet (j'\1) 
clet (~I ) clet (J 1) 
1 
- clet (iiI) 
(J 
(J clet (JI;.11) 
(Ide! (JIl 
12G 



















By appendix Cl, the determinant of Z can be obtained as 
det (Z) det (lVTVV) det ( 1 -
(1 - vid det (VVTlV) 
The determinant of Z can also be written as 
det (Z) = det (VVTVV - IViWi) 
(1 Vii) det (lVT1V) 











APPENDIX D: DATA SETS 
D.l: SIML4 DATA SET 
obs X W1 W2 W3 
1 587,231 1 10 8.808 
2 715,932 2 4.37 15.011 
3 766,807 3 5.573 16.714 
4 527 182 4 6.776 7.417 
5 512.057 5 4.98 8.12 
6 556.932 6 3.183 11.323 
~--...... 
7 629.807 7 6.386 12.026 
8 508.182 8 4.589 8.23 ! 
9 569.057 9 5.792 9.933 
1 0 541.932 1 0 4.495 9.136 
1 1 558.807 11 6.198 9.339 
12 562.182 12 5.401 10.042 
13 616.057 1 3 5.1~D 11.245 
14 658.432 1 4 6.30 11·~l 
15 614.307 1 5 4.511 11.151 ' 
16 549.682 16 5.214 8.355 
..... _. 
17 545.057 1 7 3.917 10.558 
--------.. 
1 8 579.932 18 5.12 ! 9.261 
1 9 612:807 19 5.82') I 11.964 
20 571.182 20 5.526 I 9.667 I 
21 584.557 21 5.23 9.37 
22 586.932 22 4,933 10.073 
Ff~·807 23 4,636 10.276 23 
24 .182 24 5,839 I 11 .48 
25 670.557 25 6.042 12.183 
26 589.432 26 5.745 8.386 
....... ~ ...... 
27 585.807 27 3.448 9.089 
28 630.682 28 5.651 9.792 
29 643.557 29 3.855 10.995 
30 628.932 30 3.558 10.198 
31 645.307 31 5.761 10.401 
--~ ...... 
32 602.682 32 4.464 10.105 
,.........~~ ...... 
33 661.057 33 4.667 12.308 
34 651.932 34 6.37 11.511 
35 623.807 35 4.573 9.714 
36 619.682 36 3.776 8.917 
37 659.057 37 • 4.48 10 62 
..... 
11,823 38 H06.432 38 4.183 f--...... 
11.026 39 627.807 39 2.886 























































D.2: BLD.SOC DATA SET 
Obs W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 
1 8.107 0.099 ! 0 I 22.406 114.871 ... _ ..... _ ... _ .. 
2 I 3.456 0.133 0 11.232 61.681 
~ ... -
3 1.686 0.666 0.86 3.838 27.333 
4 4.913 0.052 0 14.099 
5 1.554 0.322 0.397 3.701 
6 98 1.615 0.648 0.822 4.408 
32 1.021 0.622 1.164 
23 0.703 0.05 0.069 1.33 
36 0.441 0.276 0.208 1.012 
109 1.369 1.84 1.252 3.799 8.726 
124 2.269 0.732 0.398 5.088 8.405 
1.644 1.099 0.634 3.73 7.199 
1.56 0.603 0.661 4.225 6.647 
1.196 0.434 0.501 2.58 5.468 
0.659 0.4 0.275 1.359 1.763 
0.917 0.662 3.12 7.005 
1.583 0.585 1.906 4.181 
0.943 0.423 2.419 3.052 
0.902 0.311 1.832 1.468 
0.266 0.323 0.183 0.632 1.678 
0.651 0.818 0.435 1.508 2.751 
0.766 0.395 0.278 0.806 0.038 
5.54 5.03 0.011 7.923 0 
1.306 0.722 0.255 1.646 2.765 
3.494 2.233 1.455 4.777 7.638 
1.392 0.878 0.7 3.499 5.996 
.086 1.69 2.133 233 9.987 
.457 0.851 0.023 2.061 5.406 
2.411 0.756 1.278 2.792 5.404 
2.006 0.995 1.31 4.554 5.475 
3.856 0.99 1.202 2.987 0.287 
4.057 1.099 5.74 18.624 
4.412 1.515 2.282 5.543 18.321 
1.117 0.5 0.288 1.567 5.06 20.122 
0.741 0.492 0.307 1.252 2.909 9.628 
0.674 0.38 0.3892.K79 2.378 7.179 
0.16 0.036 0.985 0.952 3.369 
0.025 0.248 2.165 .882 
0 0.194 2.612 783 
0.058 0.509 3.842 9.208 
........... -~
0.074 0.138 0 1.624 
0.119 0.195 0 0.831 
0.012 0.297 1.175 11.029 
0.792 3.057 6.665 25.349 
............. - _ ... 
15.977 0.429 0.984 3.149 8.706 
22.383 3.522 3.417 13.195 
47 42.041 1.755 5.374 15.549 
48 I 83.133 I 5.348 












D.3 ANGJSE DATA SET 
I ObSi X~_~~1 ~~~ _1/1/3 • W4 W5~ W6 ! W7 I W8 
1 r -0.06416 i -0!}0.003741 -0.02012 -0.06347 -0.00953 -0.0348911 -0.07677 I 0.0282442 
12lD.690939 '-0.069 -0.00133 -0.05589 -0.013 0.095848' 0.123836! -0.018865 
Q~IQ.Q~-o.oo2373 -0.05614 I 0.0370070.066 9:1~2602' -0.01081 • 0.145244 -0.0703?~ 
4 1 0.032261 I -0.00356 -0.01842 -0.05328. 0.0269621 •• @3---=- -0.07914! 0.03931 -0.0222817 
~
.~() fY)')261~0.91166 , 0.02079 10.009626 r 0.039128 !QOZ~51~IO.017493 =9.006390:9238829 
0.14104410.084067 0.051096! -0.03575 0.1508 1963 i 0.121757! 0.015588! 0.0365248 
0.04564 : 0.057184 -0.02506 I 0.01'1039 9:052592 -9:02371'. 0.048936 '0.098805 -0.62~?566 
_8 1 0.17431 i 0.103938! 0.04047 , 9.:018457 "-0.930829! 0·0~39.~_! -0.0019?! 0.051007 0.0503007 
~ .... -0.02031 I 0.023797, -0.00874 1 -0.01368 ' 0.040564 ! 0.010925 i -0.00098. 0.231802 0.0024122 I 
10 :D.134061 -0.07857 -0.06698 ! 0.04111 -0.118, 0.03612s1-=0.044991-0.13'723! 0.0757361 11: 0.190731' 0.O~1588 -0.630~n 0.02'¥1±.~0.0342=n~0920?? ' 0.056647 D.655363, 0.0012556 
12 I 0.064015 I 0.017726 -0.04299! -0.05754 • -0.00578 . 0.009217. 0.025752 i 0.030637 -0.0473203 
13 0 ...... 0 .... 3293Ti. O .. 03993-.9 ..... '0. 1>48624'.  0.620969.· .t' 0.04717~.! 0.1050781 0.1079 '0.031047 0.0549593 
14 -0.00481 i -0.00649 ' -0.04782 ! -0.01013 . -0.0433iT~0.03623! 0.00674 I 0.005483 ! -0.0369956 
'15, -6.536Q1l~-0J)2563 r.:oW01Jg.002502i=0.11514-ro.014064! -0.06863' 0.022706. 0.0212373 
~O.089612 , 0.058703 ~O.02788 , 0.073994' -0.015?~ -0.0249~~.04484~J-.0.157535' 0.0023165 
17 . 0.028171 I 0.040108' -0.054~-0.03919 10.016314 i 9.070701 1 0:112899 r 0.030224 0.00 
18 0.230524! 0.070694' -0.00593 ! 0.036792] 0.013926 0.126604 i 0.050179 0.037563 0.0030551 
19 , -0.12084 i -0.03~.i()07054T-0.01944 -0.07051J 0.0081681 -0.01324 ' .. -0.125499.0304523 
20 0.102436, 0.054579 0.00289, -0.0544 r- 0.0181 '-0.02082. 0.111265 , 0.072033' 0.059714.4' 
- .... ~.. . . . ----.--ce': .... ---:-:-:--,..-+-----:---=-+~ ----1 
21 -0.121531 -0.07158' -0.0106 , -0.00713 3 i -0.Q78291 -0.0893 r 0.021~05 0.0060003 
22 0.09481810.050171-0.00095 -0.00782 0.015922 0.011017: 0.1509391 0.095198 -0.0495052 
• 23-0.10947 ! -0.03544 -0.00796-0.03708, -0.01223J 0.001184! -0.06762' 0.002399 0.0057401 
i24::o.o644T6.024082 -0.04559', 0.0294041~CW2491rO~041425 -0:047489, 0.021027' -0.0386998 
25 -0.118861 -0 ..... 0 ....51i61.·=~ .... 0.808TO.0.].38811. -6~0~3.595 I ••... -O.~. 2.95 ' .. -.0.016. 0.1 ! -0.13801 -0.0 
~6 -0.06498, -0.0?.E>86 ,-=9.:00827 0.049158, -0.05508 .. -0.0~179 . _~0.08344 -0.17716 -0. 
r 27 ....... -.. 0.0184 .!.-... 0 ..... 02.8461.-0.03.0.82 -0.08181· -0 ... 02801 . -0.02644 I -0.06076 1 -0.07731 1-0.0609735 
,28l--::O'02~-0.02506~0.00907 0.004918 !0.071263' 0.11181 . 0.b44484 -0.12493,0.0270595 
[29IO.03208810.644736! -0.0034 0.019829 0.007342 0.148037 0.12583410.028462 0.0115565 
!-, 3-::-::~Ql.;--+---Q.1023'?~...-Q:Q6219, -6.00.§l18 -0.b6254J-0.06899~0.07508' -Q.01393T=0:!3616 -0.0228689 
J-.j1 ,0.123158 i 0.092247 0.022637 0.000935 0.06778 0.138781! 0.001911T0.276142! 0.0039361 
: 32 ~0.OO534 7 0.026058 0.119026 0.042697 0.054323! 0.039639 '0:096469 0.063165 0.063i589 
r 339.037436 i 0:952804 ! 6.005?~~t-9:02583 0.902296 0.091377 I 0.09!93i 0.0926-0.0342~85 
,34 0.048207' 0.026677. -0:90279 0.016876 0.043753 -0:0077' 0.017148 -0.10:391. 0.0097141 
, 35 , 0.075049 i 0.05951 I 0.055453 0.048317. 0.046121 -0.00084 I 0.069165 0.020013! -0.0009454 
· 36 0.0383741 0.054449 -0.0376 -0.022i8r-o.63412' 0.0575191 0.099671 . -0.01602 0.0005819 
L}i~1?51j -0.041~~! 0.00??17 -0.03942 0.026754. -0.01914 ,0.043846~0.147771-Q.007517? 
38 , -0.02377 ' -0.01565 '-0.05146 -0.00408 1 -0.03766 -0.05313 I -0.04211 -0.03162. -0.0267276 
i~39-o.059209 ! 0.067151 '0.006474 0.016559 0.020619 0.10835· 0.071654 0.1635351 -0.0135603 
'40 [O:038349i 0.004527 -0.02959,6.011016 0.034832 I -0.01227, -0.0283 -0.01828' -O.oos11ii 
! 41 '. -0.014~-0.02922 1-0:06826 -0.05487 -0.00416 0.0264551 -0.01763 -0.173761-0.0404856 1 
~42T0m1558 ,6M6~.05960?~Q~Q23972.o:()69409 0.069118 10.047539-0.02298 0.0035169 f 43 • -0.02964 '-:0,00222 LQ. 013B7'! 0.01130S -0.00487 ~ -0.01199 ,jl.044224 0.160059 I ilQ293272 
44 l::9:24,.?82 i -Og1315:0.007326t-=O~02082 -0.01377 I 0.0406731-0.09:387 0.000675' 0.0323998 
,~Q.Q~1'.43 1 -0.02741 i 9.0066691 -0.01573 _-0.03015 t 0.003231 '0.014245 0:01629, 0.00045 
• 46 10.050211 ,0.077411 r -0.02887. -0.01235,0.090661 i 0.084603' 0.118462.0.116454' -0.042426 .. ~ ...... _ .... - ...... .-~~ ...... -.~.~- ...... -~~~ ..... -~.- ...... -.--...... -.~.-~ ~--
~
" 4.T.~.· -0.9.2 ....9 .....15 .. ~ .... -0,92.0. 85 !. -0.0.5 .. 352 .! -0.004 .. 17 -0.Q1.97. 7.' -0.0:34.1.2 , -0.06~27 .. 1. 072~ .6 ... i -0.014816. 3 
_ 48 I -0.02347 : -0.06324~l::9-'-03193 . 0.03~714 -0.06?86I -0.077~§l-0.01898 7~ I 0.010111§ 
~9 • -0.180~5 I -0.084~0.05Cl64 i -0.058T~ .. -0.0706!~_ -0.0075~_0.031196 -0.070441-0.0331619 











Obs X W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 
51 -0.07475 -0.06232 0.090017 0.021529 0.079723 -0.03367 -0.03594 -0.16188 0.0274125 
52 0.043789 0.056385 0.034667 0.006454 0.075612 0.07349 0.091672 0.023559 0.0121067 
53 -0.01146 0.019237 -0.00564 -0.00394 0.089967 0.018781 0.085939 0.028631 -0.007408 
54 0.127114 0.05355 0.011254 0.012156 0.133531 0.053719 0.092034 -0.06083 0.0080496 
55 -0.03638 -0.00438 0.020857 0.011767 0.006372 -0.01794 0.009948 -0.03738 -0.0562298 
56 0.137471 0.040705 -0.01868 0.038539 0.02095 -0.09371 -0.04305 0.143804 -0.0259465 
57 0.146837 0.047184 -0.01494 0.04729 -0.01884 -0.00536 -0.04415 0.111648 -0.0319256 
58 0.081796 0.065342 0.017416 0.067314 -0.00353 0.026031 0.043621 0.117584 -0.0296406 
59 0.007273 0.023075 0.048908 0.043418 -0.05521 0.059257 0.032602 -0.10589 -0.0191586 
60 0.103184 0.023992 0.026459 0.079025 -0.00224 -0.02673 0.044909 0.004325 -0.012820'1 
61 -0.07461 -0.0346 -0.03682 -0.07766 0.014121 -0.01661 -0.03928 -0.06524 -9.558E-05 
62 -0.11164 -0.06768 -0.0301 -0.02565 -0.01113 -0.021 -0.0744 -0.12876 0.0079022 
63 0.097455 0.037996 0.027477 0.014436 -0.03184 0.039512 0.016628 0.044938 0.0264836 
64 0.108214 0.061405 0.022957 0.005803 0.059083 0.073012 0.068182 0.016036 0.0080026 
65 0.341587 0.161125 0.01212 0.061466 0.14947'1 0.150385 0.092782 0.195934 0.0230936 
66 -0.12606 -0.02861 0.003682 -0.02411 -0.07801 -0.04739 0.018922 -0.08592 -0.0258459 
67 0.017823 0.018961 -0.01767 0.022256 0.034555 0.039904 0.045257 0.103633 -0.0441386 
68 0.025064 0.019216 -0.02288 0.021025 -0.00196 -0.04829 -0.00758 0.069379 -0.0133387 
69 0.151318 0.081615 -0.00968 -0.01992 0.110778 0.124329 0.085016 -0.05216 -0.0129274 
70 -0.07399 0.006881 -0.00563 0.054597 0.082069 -0.02511 0.059519 0.014831 0.0305775 
71 0.037238 0.001481 -0.03315 0.013302 -0.00487 -0.0404 -0.00604 0.139625 -0.0580586 
72 0.09462 0.044693 -0.0022 -0.00745 -0.0131 -0.05056 0.019316 0.137088 0.0150832 
73 0.039375 0.031699 -0.00713 -0.01782 0.023352 -0.03784 -0.00335 0.072151 -0.0011983 
74 -0.07619 -0.02728 -0.0159 0.017318 -0.03218 -0.05492 -0.02567 0.013997 -0.010345'1 
75 -0.01681 0.008246 -0.02827 -0.04648 0.002768 0.04732 0.002292 -0.03133 -0.0187512 
76 -0.02141 0.00575 0.04043 0.012527 0.055376 0.031289 0.046589 -0.04345 0.0194577 
77 0.021414 0.01893 -0.01474 -0.00297 -0.0265 0.026286 0.048339 0.026578 0.0059347 
78 -0.22995 -0.14899 -0.02397 -0.02741 -0.0875 -0.09088 -0.12475 -0.29384 -0.0088648 
79 0.032735 0.018234 -0.03416 0.024884 0.002927 0.005723 -0.02085 0.077584 -0.0206509 
80 0.016583 0.025701 -0.05628 0.043833 -0.00293 0.029798 0.051815 -0.09525 -0.1055786 
81 0.039806 0.036807 -0.00123 -0.00312 0.067976 0.036842 0.065812 0.079236 -0.0361168 
82 -0.04735 0.000365 0.02363 0.002459 0.053837 -0.02473 0.037813 -0.06278 0.0080607 
83 0.001227 -0.01119 -0.02045 -0.00315 -0.01253 -0.0262 0.003772 -0.00586 0.0011799 
84 0.001225 0.003316 -0.0026 -0.0116 0.02183 -0.00056 -0.01657 0.036158 0.0378364 
85 -0.00245 0.019125 0.060825 0.004093 0.08521 0.028538 0.010386 0.002664 0.1032577 
86 0.035176 0.020358 -0.0315 0.000651 0.058679 0.012891 -0.013 -0.05222 0.0101886 
87 0.024389 0.023066 -0.00777 -0.0025 0.054583 0.062708 0.04869 -0.21321 0.0364292 
88 0.037826 0.031122 0.017563 0.017538 0.129148 0.042032 0.130223 0.03557 -0.0098223 
89 0.020574 0.041973 0.001739 -0.00916 0.034951 0.031081 0.073118 -0.06572 0.0156697 
90 0.178526 0.098109 0.035511 0.050764 0.08073'1 0.10716 0.108596 0.154374 0.0385066 
91 -0.03876 -0.02431 -0.01283 0.044119 -0.01966 -0.03607 -0.00733 -0.01875 -0.0169735 
92 0.01957 0.006393 0.011487 0.021869 -0.02143 -0.05128 -0.01681 -0.04796 0.0094653 
93 0.123794 0.03323 0.030436 0.081927 0.062322 -0.0184 0.017785 0.193686 -0.0132766 
94 -0.03485 -0.02291 -0.00261 -0.00738 -0.03084 -0.06057 -0.02166 -0.0578 0.0319426 
95 -0.02688 0.008762 -0.00959 -0.02596 0.072607 0.030378 0.09059'1 -0.15887 0.0095703 
96 -0.09854 -0.04035 -0.02891 0.037941 -0.02574 -0.04878 -0.02464 0.050644 -0.023537 
97 0.091223 0.012486 0.003795 0.005309 -0.00191 -0.0051 0.005955 -0.0086 0.018119 
98 0.019909 0.027864 0.031167 -0.01065 0.01643 0.077699 0.080168 -0.04267 0.0252764 
99 0.015137 0.014004 -0.00783 0.038285 0.123927 -0.01682 -0.02008 0.007933 0.0222853 













~;00~923 i -0~~0~.1~1. 8 .. 0.0~~~05I~~~lD:~~22 -0.~~82 -0.~~16 O:~~ 
• 102' -0.01961 0.00285 0.052726' -0.08917 -0.0585' 0.05622 0.047891 -0.04812 0.0467744 
+~J~1~~;ii~J~0~~059 ~g;~H~=}K~;: ~2:~r~ -g:~:~ 
105 ·~~75991J.-0:Q9506.2 .. 0.b?6 . . 391 1-0.Q2067 . 0.000?87· 0.b}2238 0.001402 ~bill335 i0]239379 
106 -0.08246. -0.01541 • -0.01669 0.02159 -0.00029 i.:Q.00922 0.012825 0.028981 -0.085901 
107 0.Q<+384 JO.05_5~~~LO.0244.'7'.~~9.01~!---10.12291?0.020~~! 0.07487 I 0.14349 -0.016896 
! 08 .. -.. 0 ... 041.()~ .... Q:0 .... 0 .... 8723, 0.051925: -0.00874 ! 0, 078203 -0.00021 0.075 .. 7 ...8.§l i .. -0 .. 0 ... 3 .. 362~ ... 0 ..... 0~0634 109 -0.08546' -0.02407 . -0.02038 0.014 -0.02114 -0.0791 .02147 . 0.006146 0.0139698 
~ 110 -~0~009~5!-O.0??371~0.b1706~ 0.Q169~ i -0.04167 -0.03178 -0.~093 i 0.014012 -0.0124~76 
_-0.1369?1-0.07793 i -0.025281-0.03143 i -0.04505 -0.05412 -0.0531~-0.08918 i -0.0081214 
~I21 ::0.02927-::0.04973-'0.023013. -Q(}l147I -b:Q~031 -0.01428 Q·(}lT677_ a.Q03796 0.0575559 
1~}iL-0.0.?211-0.019alo.01715~~_=0.030~~ -0.01'7'.15-0.0}51~ 0.028595· -0.1211 0.0218337 
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Obs X W1 W2 W3 I W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 
151 0.055682 -0.00641 ' 0.009413 -0.00347 ! 0.015579 0.006244 -0.05593 0.019243 0.0045515 
152 -0.11333 -0.09967 • 0.043846 0.009027 -0.07965 -0.07514 -0.08408 -0.30101 0.0637296 
153 0.112936 0.095667' -0.00864 0.01713 0.067918 0.059923 0.031859 0.254835 -0.0057242 
154 0.017514 I 0.044873 i 0.043884 0.01827 0.068983 0.063477 0.036127 0.155947 -0.0336284 
155 -0.0803 -0.01795 0.005163 0.017135 0.079905 0.052523 0.043963 -0.13462 0.0388701 
156 -0.10202 -0.07496 -0.03398 0.004546 -0.06718 0.033912 -0.02439 -0.22342 0.0049743 
157 0.118606 0.048924 -0.04295 0.045872 0.024182 0.018069 -0.00966 0.134955 -0.0482861 
158 -0.12418 -0.10049 -0.00042 0.140294 -0.0321 -0.03248 -0.12001 -0.08468 -0.001513 
159 0.124177 0.050043 0.010743 9.09E-05 0.001917 0.033564 -0.00653 0.022447 0.026562 
160 0.242688 0.099844 0.017107 0.073252 0.095061 0.07196 0.028819 0.194891 0.0128593 
16'1 0.167153 0.100784 0.002861 0.16021 -0.00087 -0.01184 -0.02863 0.225988 0.0592632 
162 0.009777 -0.01234 0.028254 -0.02763 -0.03897 -0.00879 -0.00047 -0.04473 0.0137004 
163 0.071943 0.047436 -0.00313 0.045524 -0.00597 -0.00433 -0.03252 0.095756 0.0074149 
164 -0.05373 0.012315 -0.02154 0.014112 -0.00653 0.042819 0.010636 0.039845 -0.0111054 
165 -0.1146 0.007371 0.001174 -0.05031 0.033005 0.046766 0.099862 0.034993 -0.0332175 
166 0.066211 0.017081 0 -0.03074 0.022075 0.003442 -0.05238 -0.05806 -0.0348434 











APPENDIX E: R-CODES 
# Nlain function # 
OUTLIERS<-function (ydata,xdata) 
{ 
n < -nrovv( as.rnatrix( xdata) ) 
q< -ncol( as. matrix (xdata) ) 
k<-q+1 
xdata< -as.matrix( xdata) 
ydata< -as.matrix(ydata) 
a< -lm( as.matrix(ydata) ~ as.matrix(xdata)) 
rstand < -round (rstandard ( a), 2) 
rstud < -round ( rstudent (a),2) 
ei < -residuals ( a) 
RSS< -crossprod( as.lnatrix( ei)) 
sigrna2.full < -RSS / (n-q-1) 
hat Jull<-xdata%*%solve(crossprod(xdata))%*%t (xdata) 
hii<-round(lrn.infiuence(a)$hat,2) 









sec.reg=hn(y ~ xdata.sec) 
hat.sec=lrn-infiuence( sec. reg) $hat 
ovv[j] -( (l-hat.sec[j]) / (l-hii[j]))} 
# Scale factor (section 5.1) 
center=apply( xdata. sec, 2 ,nlean) 
xclata.sec.cent=svvecp(xdata.scc~2,ecnter, "-") 











{sunml[i] =crossprod( xdata. sec. cent [,i]) 
svv[i] =1-(n/ (n-l) ) *crossprod(xdata. sec. cent [,iJ) /sunml[i]} 




Fn< -round ( (n-q-l )*(Rn "2) / (n-q-(Rn "2)) ,2) 
#3.a standard f-test for outlier 
Fi < -round ( (n-q-l ) * ( rstand "2) / ( n-q-rstand '" 2) ,2) 
#3. b estinlator of the rnean shift outlier rnodel pararneter 
phii < -ei/ (l-hii) 
#4. The Andrew-Pregibon statistic (section 5.6) 
Qdi<-(I-hii)*(I-(rstand "'2) /(n-q)) 
#5. 1'he likelihood distance (section 5.7) 
ldi < -n*log( n*( n-q-l) / (( n-l )*(n-q-l +rstud "'2)) )+( n-l)* 
(rstud "'2) / (( n-q-l )*(I-hii) )-1 
#6. The Cook-Weisberg statistic (section 5.3) 
k=( q-l) /2*log( (n-q)*qf( 0,975,q-l,n-q-l) / (n-q-l) / 
qf(0.975,q-l,n-q)) cw=( (2*q-3) /6)*log(l-hii)-k 
# influence llleasure 
for(i in l:ncol(xdata)) 
{ varindex=i 
y=xdata('i] 
xdata.sec=arrangel ( varindex,xdata) 
sec.reg=lrn(y - xdata.sec) 
hat.sec=lrn.influence(sec.reg)$hat 
cw.delta[i]=q/2*log(l-hat.sec )-k} 
#7. Icornp (section 10.4) 
icomp=n*(log(2*pi*RSS/n)+ 1) 
inv=solve( crossprod(xdata)) 
icornp=icornp+q*log( tr(inv) / q) 
icornpJull=round(icornp-log( det(inv) ),2) 












yxdat. del =arrange2 (ydata,xdata) 
# yxdat.del=as.matrix(yxdat.del) 





icomp.del =n * (log ( 2*pi *RSS.i [i] / n) + 1) 
inv .del =solve ( crossprod( as. nUIneric( as. matrix 
(yxdat.del$xdatresult[(i]J))) ) 
icomp.del=icomp.del+q*log( tr(inv.del) / q) 
icornp.i[i] =round(icomp. del-log ( det(inv.del)) ,2)} 
# influence measure using icomp 
delta. icomp=icompJull-icornp. i 
# the multiple outlier case 
rn=readline( "ho\v many potential outliers are suspected? 
i.e observations outside the 95% confidence ellipse") 
rn=as.nun1eric( In) 
if( m==O) stop( "there should be at least one suspected 
outlier: the program \vas designed for cases \vith at least one 
potential outlier known") 
ml=rn 
m=m-l 
cat( "please enter their respective case numbers in numeri-
cal" , 
"\n" ," order one at a time using the ENTER button" ," \n") 
pos==readline(" next case number ? ") 
pos=as.numeric(pos) 














xdata. nl. out < -as. matrix( arrange3 (ydata,xdata,pos ) $xdata.I) 
ydata.n1.out< -as.matrix( arrange3(ydata,xdata,pos )$ydata.I) 
xdata.rn.left< -as.nlatrix( arrange3(ydata,xdata,pos )$xdata.Ldel) 
ydata.m.left< -as.rnatrix( arrange3(ydata,xdata,pos )$ydata.Ldel) 
del.reg< -lrn(ydata.m.left ~ xdata.m.left) 
out.reg< -lm(ydata.nl.out ~ xdata.n1.out) 
RSS.out.reg< -crossprod( as. matrix ( del.reg$residuals)) 
signla2.out.reg<-RSS.out.reg/ (n-Iength(pos )-q-l) 
e.L< -del.reg$residuals 
I.L< -diag( n-Iength(pos)) 
hat.mult.outs< -as.n1atrix( xdata.m.left% *%solve 
(crossprod(xdata.m.left) )%*%t(xdata.m.left)) 
#8. (section 3.2) 
t2. L.num < -( t ( e.L) % * %solve(L 1-hat .rnuIt . outs ) % *%e.L ) / ml 
t2.L.den<-( (n-q)*sign1a2.full-t( e.L)%*%solve( (L1-hat.n1ult.outs)) 
%*%e.L)/(n-q-ml) 
t2.L< -t2.L.num/t2.L.den 
#9. Outlier sum of squares (section 3.3) 
Q.k < -t (e. L) % *%sol ve(I. 1-xdata.m.left % *% 
solve ( crossprod(xdata) )%*%t(xdata.n1.left) )%*%e.L 
F <-round(Q.k*(n-q-ml) /( (RSS-Q.k)*ml ),2) 
#lO.The Andrews-Pregibon statistic (section 5.6) 
Q.dm.num< -( n-q-ml )*sigrna2.out.reg* 
det( crossprod(xdata.ln.left) ) 
Q.dln.den < -( n-q) *siglna2.full * 
det ( crossprod( xdata) ) 
(~.dln<-Q.dm.num/Q.dn1.den 
# 11 Output table 
sink( "out put file" ,append=F, type= "outpue') 
sp=" " 
spl-" " 











"icomp.i.del" ,spl, "delta.icomp" ,sp, "F-test", "\n") 
for (i in I :nrow( xdata) ) 
{ cat ( sp,i,sp,rstand(i] ,sp,rstud[i) ,sp,Fi[i] ,sp,hii[i] ,sp,icompJull, 
sp,icomp.i[i] ,sp,delta.icornp[i] ,sp,if(Fi[i] qf(O.95, I,n-k-I)) {"*"} 
else{if(Fi[i] >qf(O.99),n-k-I)){ "**"} }, "\n")} 
sinkO 
plot ( rstand, type= "1" ,Inain= "Standardized(blue) and Stu-
dentized( red) residuals" ,xlab= "case" ,ylab= "sta & stu" ,col= "blue") 
lines ( rstud, type= "1" ,col= "red" ) 
grid(50,50,col= "lightgray" ,lty="dotted" ,hvd=.3) 
} 
# End of wIain Function# 
############################ 
# deletion of variable indexed by varindex 
arrange I =function( varindex,xdatal) 
{xdat=xdatal [, varindex] 




return( xdat ) } 
############################ 
arrange2=function (ydata,xdatal ) 
{xdatresult=vector( nlode=" list" ,length=nro\v(xdatal)) 
ydatresult=vector( mode=" list" ,length=-~length(ydata)) 
for(i in l:nrow(xdatal)) 
{xdat =xdat a I [i,] 
ydat=ydata[i] 
for (j in I: nro\v( xdatal ) ) 
{if(i! .) 
{xdat=r bind (xdat ,xda tal [j ,]) 
ydat=rbind(ydat,ydata[j])} } 

















for(i in 2:length(pos)) 
{ydat=rbind(ydat,ydata[pos[i]]) 
xdat=rbind(xdat,xdata[pos[iJ ,])} 





ydata.I=ydat [1 :length(pos) J 
ydata.I . del =ydat [ (length(pos ) + 1) : lengt h (ydat a) ] 
xdata. I =xdat [1: length (pos ) ,] 
xdata.I.del=xdat [(length (pos) + 1) :length(ydata) ,] 
return (ydata.I ,ydata. I. del ,xdata. I,xdata. I. del) } 
############################ 
# trace function (section 10.4) 
tr=function(N1) 
{ result=sum( diag(N1) ) 
return ( result)} 
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